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I. Algeria*
Over the past year the Algerian government has been pushing forward with economic
reform aimed at increasing public expenditure and accelerating deregulation. The economy
appears to be responding to two years of liberalization, which thus far has lead to the
emergence of the telecommunications sector. The government has undertaken a program
to streamline privatization procedures, restructure state enterprises, reform investment
laws, reduce taxes, and lower trade barriers in anticipation of talks with the European Union
(EU), which are buoyed by the hopes of gaining membership into the World Trade Or-
ganization (WTO). However, economic recovery is predicated on the price of crude oil
selling at $22 per barrel, which, instead, is anticipated to drop below that projection. More-
over, the resistance of labor unions remains the largest obstacle to reform. Already the
legislation to deregulate the hydrocarbon sector remains in limbo because of the intransi-
gence of the nation's largest union. Overall, the hope of the government is that the nation
will realize the benefits of its macroeconomic stabilization and consolidation policies in the
year 2002.
'Jim Phipps and Christopher H. Johnson prepared the 2001 year-in-review report on developments in
Middle Eastern law, with the assistance of individual country authors. Mr. Phipps is a senior associate at Wiley
Rein & Fielding LLC in Washington, D.C. Christopher Johnson is a partner at Aster Hadden in Washington,
D.C. and is the current Co-Chairman of the ABA Section on International Law and Practice Middle East
Committee.
*C. S. Maravilla prepared the report on Algeria; Associate, Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson, New
York, NY, 2000-2001, Law Clerk to the late Judge Roger B. Andewelt, United States Court of Federal Claims,
JD, cum laude, 2000, Georgetown University Law Center, MA, 1996, King's College, The University of Lon-
don, BA with special honors, 1994, The University of Texas at Austin.
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A. COMPLIMENTARY FINANCE ACT (LFC) - ENACTED JULY 9, 2001
On April 24, 2001, the Council of Ministers approved the three-year plan, covering the
years 2001 through 2004, on which the new law is based. The primary areas targeted by
the ministerial decree are civil engineering projects, regional development, and agricultural
development. These include the construction of utility infrastructure in rural areas, im-
proving the communication infrastructure, and increasing production in the agricultural
sector. It also calls for the extension and modernization of the railway system and provides
for additional airport and maritime infrastructure. The Complimentary Finance Act itself,
enacted on July 9, 2001, contains provisions for reforming the tax system and lowering
trade barriers. It is the hope of the government that by lowering tariffs in anticipation of
talks with the EU and the WTO, Algeria is more likely to gain more favorable trade
relations with the outside world.
The Complimentary Finance Act contains provisions for reducing the overall tax burden.
The two Value Added Tax (VAT) rates of 14 percent and 21 percent will be merged into a
single 17 percent rate with retail outlets whose sales do not exceed 1.5 million dinars
($18,000) exempted. Also, an additional tax will be lifted from 246 products with only those
considered as "generating revenue for the treasury" subject to a new domestic consumption
tax (TIC), which ranges from 20 percent to 30 percent.
The Complimentary Finance Act contains a schedule for the reduction of tariffs while
still maintaining duties on certain industries that the government feels are more vulnerable
to foreign competition. The maximum customs duty is lowered from 45 percent to 40
percent. A provisional additional duty (DAP) of 60 percent on some farm, food and textile
manufacturing goods is imposed to aid these fledgling industries in the transition to free
trade and to offset losses to the treasury by the other reductions. The law also eliminates
the product-specific tax (TSA) by replacing it with the "provisional additional duty" (DAP).
The new DAP is set at 60 percent for 2001, but will be reduced to 48 percent in 2002, 12
percent the following year, and so forth until it is eliminated altogether. Another ministerial
decree on August 20, 2001 further reduces the top customs rates from 40 percent to 30
percent for 2002 and the intermediate rate from 15 percent to 5 percent.
B. THE CIVIL HARMONY ACT
The aim of the Civil Harmony Act is to offer some form of amnesty to those who have
ties to dissident organizations formally designated by the government as terrorist in the
Criminal Code, but who have not participated in any acts of violence that have resulted in
deaths or serious injuries. The law offers to those who voluntarily renounce their affiliations
with those enumerated associations and who surrender themselves personally to the relevant
authorities immunity from prosecution, probation, or a mitigated sentence. Those who
have been involved in acts of violence against the government or the civilian population
may still be eligible for a mitigated sentence, but not either of the aforementioned pardons.
The government's hope is through amnesty to bring about a settlement to the nation's
ongoing civil disturbances.
Chapter 2 of the Act covers the exemption from prosecution provision of the new law.
According to Article 2 criminal charges will not be brought against any individual who has
previously been associated with any designated terrorist organization under the Criminal
Code who has not participated in any acts of violence leading to the death or lifelong
incapacity of any individual or individuals, participated in acts of rape or detonated explosive
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devices with the intent to harm if the person renounces terrorism and turns themselves
over to authorities within six months of the passage of the Act. In addition, under Article
4 charges will also not be brought against any individual in possession of firearms and
explosives who turns them over to authorities and renounces terrorism. Individuals who
meet these requirements will, however, be deprived of certain rights granted under Article
8 of the Criminal Code for a period of ten years notwithstanding the applicability of any
other laws.
Chapter 3 of the Act covers probation orders for those individuals who have renounced
terrorism and turned themselves over to authorities. Probation is governed by a local wadid
(district) probation committee. Article 6 defines probation as the suspension of prosecutorial
proceedings for a period of time sufficient to ascertain whether the petitioner genuinely
desires to renounce his or her terrorist past. Probation will be denied to those who have
committed or participated in acts leading to the death of others, participated in mass killings,
participated in acts of rape, or who have attempted to detonate explosive devices with an
intent to harm. Furthermore, any facts ascertained not to have been truthfully declared by
a petitioner during the probationary period will result in an immediate revocation of pro-
bation and the institution of criminal proceedings. If the petitioner fails to comply with any
of the conditions of probation placed by the local probation committee then probation will
be revoked. Once revoked, the petitioner will have ten days in which to file an appeal. The
probation committee may end the probationary period early for exceptional acts of service
by the petitioner to the nation. Conditions may be placed by the probation committee on
any extinguishment of probation, but any conditions may only apply for no more than one
year. In all cases, probation will expire upon the expiry date for which it was placed re-
gardless of any additional conditions placed by the local committee.
Sentences will be mitigated for petitioners who otherwise qualify for probation whether
it is received or not. The reduction in the length of sentence is provided in the Act by way
of a schedule with three categories of mitigated sentences: Those who are granted proba-
tion, those who qualify for probation but are not granted it and, in all other cases, individuals
who report within six months of the passage of the Act who otherwise do not qualify for
probation. In other words, those individuals who have participated in acts of violence against
the state or its civilian population will only be eligible for mitigated sentences if they turn
themselves in to the proper authorities on their own volition. Finally, Article 40 provides
for a civil action against individuals associated with terrorist organizations by those victims
covered by the provisions of Article 87a of the Criminal Code or their assignees to seek
reparation for injury incurred in the event that criminal proceedings are brought against
the individual in question.
II. Bahrain*
The process of more democratization in Bahrain received a boost recently, with the Amir
setting up a committee of experts to suggest a blueprint for Bahrain's political development.
The committee adopted the National Charter, reaffirmed hereditary monarchy and func-
tional democracy, and recommended the introduction of more democratic reforms and
increase in political participation by citizens.
*The report on Bahrain was prepared by Hassan Ali Radhi Dr., senior partner at the law office of Hassan
Radhi & Associates in Bahrain.
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The Amir accepted the committee's recommendation, and a referendum on the National
Charter was held in February 2001. An overwhelming majority of people exercised their
franchise and approved the Charter.
Plans have been drawn for holding municipal election in Bahrain in 2002.
Bahrain has witnessed the formation of many political associations in 2001. And, it is
expected that they will be automatically transformed into political parties when elections
to the Parliament are held in 2004. The Parliament will decide as'to whether such political
associations should be called political parties.
Decree No. 7 of 1976, which authorized the formation of special courts to try certain
types of offences, was revoked.' This gave a boost to the human rights record of the country
because special courts trying offences of a political nature were abandoned.
The Amir has further pardoned many persons who were serving jail terms in Bahrain or
were residing abroad whose offences were of a political nature.2 Thus, the persons convicted
of political crimes have been released from jail or returned to Bahrain. The efforts of the
Amir in the political front have been hailed by local population as well as by human rights
watch groups abroad.
Bahrain continues to enjoy its pre-eminent status in the Gulf region as the regional hub
for banks and financial services. Bahrain's export earnings comfortably offset its imports.
Bahrain enacted law to combat money-laundering activities to be undertaken in Bahrain.
Penalties for violation of this law include imprisonment for seven years and a fine of one
million Bahraini Dinars (U.S.$2.65 million).
Bahrain continues to modernize law and legal system. The Commercial Companies Law
has been revised and a new law 4 has been decreed. This permits the entry of more foreign
capital into Bahrain. Also, a new comprehensive Civil Code' has been promulgated. Judi-




The first year of the twenty-first century witnessed the continuation of the Egyptian
commitment towards the liberalization of its economy. Egypt continued its program of
selling its state-owned companies and continued to integrate its legal system in the world
economic order. The Parliament should have promulgated the new Intellectual Property
Rights Law at the beginning of the year. This law is not yet passed, although it is before
the Parliament.
Even before September 11, 2001, Egypt began to face pressures to devaluate its currency.
Those pressures mounted significantly after the attacks in the United States. The tourism
sector was the first to suffer. Egypt instituted a new system to respond to market needs
1. Amiri Decree No. 4, 2001.
2. Legislative Decree No. 2, 3, and 10, 2001.
3. Legislative Decree No. 4, 2001.
4. Promulgating the Commercial Companies Law, Legislative Decree No. 21, 2001.
5. Promulgating the Civil Code, Legislative Decree No. 19, 2001.
*The report on Egypt was prepared by Bahieldin Hassan Elibrachy, Ibrachy & Dennarkar, Cairo, Egypt.
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while insulating the currency from potential roller-coaster turbulences due to speculations.
This new system was followed by measures to allow the Central Bank of Egypt increased
independence. The system has not yet been tested, and whether it will prove to be respon-
sive enough to the market conditions, or whether it will reveal itself to be a governmental
vehicle to control the currency thus allowing an unofficial market for foreign currency,
remains to be seen.
The tension between the needs of the government for increased revenues and the fragile
state of the economy was finally resolved in favor of the government needs. The government
decided to implement the second and third stages of the Sales Tax (VAT). Until this year,
VAT was only implemented on the manufacturers/importers. Now, it is also implemented
on the value added by the wholesalers and consumers.
The following is a summary of the most important legal events of the year 2001.
1. Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)
Egypt is a member of WTO treaties including TRIPS. The protection of IPR in Egypt
has received only very modest evaluations by the U.S. Trade Representative Office.
The Ministry ofJustice has been drafting the IPR law for three years. The law was passed
on June 2, 2002 and promulgated as Law 82 of 2002. The executive bodies concerned are
currently working on the Executive Regulations to the Law, which, as we write, have yet
to be issued.
In the meantime, the draft legislation approved by the government has been sent to the
WIPO and the VTO. Egypt is seeking consultation with those international organizations
to ensure its adherence to its treaty obligations.
A main reason for the delay in the process lies in sensitive debates related to the phar-
maceutical industry. Egypt, like other developing countries, did not afford protection to
pharmaceutical formulae. It only afforded patents to the process in which such formulae
were produced. This, in addition to ambiguities surrounding interpretations of certain is-
sues in the TRIPS, such as how to ensure data protection, the restrictions on governments
in resorting to compulsory licenses, and the scope of the exclusive marketing rights
all presented the Drafting Committee as well as the Parliament with endless debating
materials.
2. Money Laundering
Monitoring money transfers is a challenge for the Egyptian Government. This has be-
come all the more important, for completely different reasons, since September 11, 2001.
Egypt is trying to resolve this challenge without prejudicing its banking secrecy law.
The Minister of Finance issued Decision No. 610/2001, imposing a duty on the brokers
and portfolio managers to confirm the truth of the information provided by their clients,
including their identity. It also imposed on them a duty to report suspect transactions
involving money laundering. The reports are submitted to the Capital Markets Authority.
In addition, the brokers and portfolio managers must deal with their clients through bank
accounts under the supervision of the Central Bank of Egypt (CBE) in any transaction with
non-Egyptian clients. In transactions with Egyptian clients, this obligation applies to opera-
tions that exceed 100,000 Egyptian pounds (one hundred thousand Egyptian pounds, or
about twenty-three thousand U.S. dollars at the December 2001 exchange rate).
The CBE has shown interest in the issue. It has issued regulations to the banks on the
subject. To deal with the issue more comprehensively, the government indicated its inten-
tion to submit a draft law to Parliament to combat money laundering.
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3. Real Estate Finance Law
To revive the slowing real estate market, the Real Estate Finance Law was issued on June
24, 2001. The law regulates the activity of real estate finance in Egypt. The Real Estate
Finance Law provides for the establishment of a Real Estate Finance Affairs Authority to
supervise the real estate finance activities in Egypt.
The Real Estate Law, inter alia, eases procedures for creditors to execute on real property
collateral in the event of borrowers' default. The law also encourages mortgages for low-
income dwellers and contains many incentives for the erection of housing for low-income
dwellers.
4. Foreign Exchange Market Regulations
Pursuant to Article (1) of the Ministerial Decree No. 103/2001 amending the Executive
Regulations of Foreign Market Exchange Law, the Central Bank of Egypt announced a
pegged central rate of Egyptian pounds against the U.S. dollar effective January 30, 2001.
All other currencies' rates are to be determined against the Egyptian pound according to
the central rate.
Licensed banks and foreign exchange dealers must set their buying and selling rates for
the U.S. dollar (bank notes and transfers) according to the market and within the limits of
a band of + 3 percent from the U.S. dollar central rate announced by the Central Bank of
Egypt (the band was initially 1 percent but was widened several times until it become 3
percent). All other currencies' rates shall be determined according to the cross rates.
The Central Bank of Egypt announced that it would intervene in the market as a buyer/
seller of foreign currencies as deemed necessary to balance exchange rate movements in the
market. The Central Bank rate is periodically reviewed according to the market conditions.
The rate was L.E. 3.85 per U.S. dollar on January 30, 2001, and was adjusted several times
until it became LE 4.500 per U.S. dollar on December 13, 2001.
Banks and foreign exchange dealers are required to report all their transactions every
hour to the Central Bank's Foreign Exchange Information Room. The Foreign Exchange
Information Room announces, on a daily basis, the weighted average of the foreign ex-
change rates to all market participants.
Banks also must report to the Central Bank's Foreign Exchange Information Room their
bid/ask rates for any sales/purchases of foreign exchange currencies within the aforemen-
tioned mechanism. Foreign exchange dealers are required to sell all their-end-of-working-
day Foreign Exchange surpluses, in excess of their authorized operational balances, to the
banks. Foreign exchange dealers sell their holdings of convertible foreign currencies, as
well as buy the needed currencies from the banks for Egyptian pounds within the afore-
mentioned mechanism.
At the time of writing this article, there still remained an unsatisfied demand for foreign
currency.
5. Sales Tax - Second and Third Stages
The sales tax was passed as Law No. 11/1991. In the first stage the sales tax was only
imposed on the producer, service provider, and the importer. The second and third stages
were imposed by virtue of Law No 17/2001. In the second stage the sales tax is imposed
on the wholesaler. In the third stage, the sales tax is imposed on the retailer.
The sales tax applies in general to all products, whether produced locally or imported.
The sales tax applies only on services provided for in the law. While the sales tax rate on
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products is 10 percent, it varies according to the service (between 5 percent and 10 percent).
The value of the tax rate must be added to the price of the product or service.
B. CONCLUSION
Despite the continuation of the recession in the Egyptian market, with the added burdens
of the economic effects of the events of September 11, 2001, Egypt continued to move
forward in its liberalization and globalization efforts. New economic laws were introduced
and either passed or was under deliberation at the time this article was written, and the
general legal situation remained stable.
Despite widespread fears of a regional war following September 11, and a feared public
backlash against the United States and the West during the campaign in Afghanistan, Egypt
remained quiet. Foreign investors viewed this encouragingly.
IV. Iran*
A. DIVERSIFICATION AND PRIVATIZATION EFFORTS
Iran intends to diversify its economy and reduce its dependence on the vagaries of world
oil markets. To this end, there is a concerted effort to expand the private sector and move
away from the inefficient centrally owned and controlled economy envisaged under Article
44 of the Constitution. 6 Privatization is well on its way and there is a systematic effort to
streamline governmental operations and increase efficiency. Attracting foreign investment
and finance continues to be challenging given domestic political differences. Even so, Iran
took significant legal steps in 2001 to make it more business-friendly.
B. CREATION OF MINISTRY OF INDUSTRIES AND MINES
The Law Centralizing Industrial and Mining Affairs and Creation of the Ministry of
Industries and Mines was enacted on 12/10/1379 (January 1, 2001) and notice thereof
published on 25/10/1379 (January 14, 2001) in the Official Gazette7 No. 16281 (the "MIM
Act"). The Ministry of Industries and Mines (MIM) integrates the functions of the former
Ministry of Industries and Ministry of Mines and Metals. The MIM was created to pool
*Alexander Aghayan prepared the report on Iran. Mr. Aghayan is a graduate of Williams College and the
Harvard Law School, and practices law in New York City. In addition, he acts as liaison between his family
law offices in Tehran and U.S. clients for IP matters. For more information, go to www.aghayan.com. Please
be aware that doing business with Iran is essentially banned for U.S. persons. There is an exception for intel-
lectual property registrations and enforcement and other limited trade. For more information, contact the
Office of Foreign Assets Control in Washington, D.C. Also note that the Iranian calendar runs from March
21st to March 20th of the following year. It is now the year 1380 in Iran. This 2001 summary only covers
matters falling within 2001 (Iranian 10th day of the month of "Dey" 1379 to the 10th day of "Dey" 1380).
The author acknowledges the able assistance of Varoujan Nikolaian in the sourcing of materials for this
summary.
6. A literal reading of Article 44 of the Constitution leaves little room for a significant private sector. An
interpretative process as opposed to Constitutional amendment is alleviating this constraint on the nation's
economic development. A copy of the Iranian Constitution is available at http://www.aghayan.com (lastvisited
July 20, 2002).
7. The Official Gazette is the Iranian equivalent of the U.S. Federal Register.
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resources and know-how, take advantage of synergies, and reduce duplication. MIM's nu-
merous functions and responsibilities are listed in the MIM Act. The more salient ones are:
* Overall policy and strategy for industrial and mining development;
* Protection and guidance of industries and mines, as well as related technical and engineering
services, to facilitate their expansion;
* Exploratory and geological surveys;
* Ensuring the development and protection of scientific knowledge and technical skills related
to industries and mines;
* Promoting the export of industrial and mining products, as well as technical and engineering
services;
* Oversight and enforcement of standards;
* Management of governmental industries and mines covered under Article 44 of the
Constitution;
* Recommending customs duties and tariffs to the Council of Ministers designed to protect
domestic production and improving international competitiveness;
* Assisting the development and protection of small industries;
* Facilitating, encouraging, and protecting domestic and foreign investors in industries and
mines;
* Supporting the education of business managers;
* Recommending tax incentives for industrial and mining operations in less developed regions
of Iran;
* Adoption of policies concerning after-sales services;
* Privatizing all its businesses not covered under Article 44 of the Constitution;
* Licensing the creation and exploitation of all industrial and mining entities and ensuring
occupational safety'
The MIM Act also creates a small business organization within the MIM and transfers
ownership of Bank of Industry and Mines to MIM. All governmental entities that own or
manage industrial or mining operations are obligated to follow MIM's directives with re-
spect to said operations (except for exclusively military industries). Said governmental en-
tities are obligated to privatize within two years all their industrial and mining operations
not covered under Article 44 of the Constitution.
C. PROTECTION OF DOMESTIC SOFTWARE
The Software Authors Protection Act was enacted on 10/10/1379 (December 30, 2000)
and notice thereof published on 25/10/1379 Uanuary 14,2001) in the Official Gazette No.
16281 (the "SAPA"). Only software first created and distributed in Iran is protected by
SAPA.5 A software author is granted a thirty-year exclusive intellectual property right.lo
Software is deemed to be an invention for purposes of Iran's existing Trademark and Patent
Registration Act. The title, description, and logo of the software are exclusive and protected
under SAPA. I New and distinct software created with the help of other software does not
8. Id.
9. Software Authors Protection Act, art. 16, enacted on 10/10/1379 (Dec. 30, 2000) and notice thereof
published on 25/10/1379 (Jan. 14, 2001), OFFICIAL GAZETrE No. 16281 [hereinafter SAPA]. Iran does not
recognize foreign copyrights generally; foreign software rights are not recognized.
10. SAPA, supra note 9, art. 1.
11. Id. art. 3.
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belong to the holder of the rights to such other software. 2 The creation of software that
improves existing software is permitted provided the economic rights of the original soft-
ware are not violated." 3 The economic rights to software created within the scope and
purposes of the author's employment belong to the employer unless otherwise agreed by
the parties. 14 Software needs to be approved by the Supreme IT Council before it can be
presented for registration'5 and before an infringement action can be brought.' 6 The Min-
istry of Culture and Islamic Guidance needs to clear all software to ensure it does not
violate Islamic values or public morality, and does riot harm the character of children.'7
Violation of software rights under SAPA is punishable by fines as well as the payment of
civil damages to the owner of the rights. Criminal pursuit commences and ends at the
request of the private plaintiff."
D. RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING EXCLUSIVE TO GOVERNMENT
The Council of Guardians issued an interpretative opinion under Article 44 of the Con-
stitution affirming the Iranian government's exclusive right to broadcast radio and television
signals. All such broadcasting through whatever technology or means is prohibited to the
private sector.' 9
E. BARTERING IN NON-PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
Iran has used bartering as a means of reducing scarce hard currency expenditures. The
Regulations for Bartering Contracts for Non-Petroleum Products were approved by the
Council of Ministers on 9/11/1379 (January 30, 2001) and published on 17/2/1380 (April
21, 2001) in the Official Gazette No. 16365 (the "Barter Regs"). These regulations concern
foreign suppliers of capital, whether in the form of money or product or services, to Iranian
businesses in consideration for goods or services as opposed to cash payment. The foreign
supplier is given the same protections available to foreign investors under the Law for the
Attraction and Protection of Foreign Investment.20 The protections include guarantees
against expropriation, nationalization, as well as future governmental decisions or laws that
may prohibit the export of the bartered goods or services.2' In the event of a future pro-
hibition against the export of the bartered for goods or services, the government commits
to pay to the foreign supplier the hard currency equivalent for all matured obligations as
stated in the underlying contracts.22 In order to benefit from these provisions, the bartering
12. Id. art. 4.
13. Id. art. 5.
14. Id. art. 6. Disputes as to the lawful author of software are submitted to and decided by the Inventions
Rights Committee pursuant to Article 10 of SAPA.
15. Id. art. 8.
16. Id. art. 9.
17. Id. art. 11.
18. Id. art. 15.
19. Council of Guardians Interpretative Opinion, No. 79/21/979, issued 10/7/1379 (Oct. 1,2000), published
on 14/1/1380 (Apr. 3, 2001) OFFICIAL GAZETTE No. 16338.
20. Law for the Attraction and Protection of Foreign Investment, art. 3 [hereinafter Barter Regs]. A copy
of the Law for the Attraction and Protection of Foreign Investnent is available at http://www.aghayan.com
(last visited July 20, 2002).
21. Barter Regs, supra note 20, art. 3.
22. Id. art. 5.
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contract has to be approved by the Investment and Economic and Technical Assistance
Organization of Iran. 3 The Iranian party is permitted to export the bartered consideration
from the products, services or company for which the foreign investor's capital was desig-
nated.24 The export of bartered goods and services is free of taxes." The Ministry of Foreign
Affairs is directed to issue visas to the foreign investors and their representatives.2 6
F. NEW YORK CONVENTION ON FOREIGN ARBITRAL AWARDS OF 1958
Iran acceded to the New York Convention on Foreign Arbitral Awards on 21/1/1380
(April 10, 2001) as published on 29/3/1380 (June 19, 2001) in the Official Gazette No.
16374.
G. PRIVATE SECTOR BANKS
The first fully private bank, Karafarinan, started operations in Iran inJanuary 2002. Many
applications are pending for the establishment of private sector banks. These banks are
established pursuant to the Act Permitting the Establishment of Non-Governmental Banks
enacted in April of 2000. This is a significant departure from Article 44 of the Constitution
nationalizing the banking and all other major areas of economic activity. Foreign banks are
not permitted to operate in the mainland, but can open representative and branch offices
in designated free-trade zones in the Persian Gulf area.
V. Iraq*
During 2001, the comprehensive economic sanctions imposed by the U.N. since 1990
continued to have a crippling effect on the Iraqi economy.
This occurred in spite of the renewal of arrangements in accordance with the temporary
measures adopted by the United Nations for humanitarian purposes, which will be sum-
marized below. Consequently, the limited legislative developments in commercial law seem
to be generally aimed at the removal of the sanctions. One of these developments was the
issue, late in 2000, of an important law organizing commercial agencies, which will have
an impact on trade with Iraq within the sanctions regime. A summary of the main features
of the law will be provided below. Reference to a new trend to expand regional trade will
also be made.
A. OIL FOR FOOD
In 1995, the U.N. Security Council, for humanitarian purposes, adopted Resolution No.
986 described as the "Oil for Food Resolution." This and subsequent resolutions provide
for the export and sale of specified quantities of Iraqi crude whose proceeds are deposited
23. Id. arts. 7, 11.
24. Id. art. 6.
25. Id. art. 9.
26. Id. art. 12.
*Sabah M. Ali Mahmoud prepared the report on Iraq. Mr. Mahmoud is a consultant in Middle East Law
practicing in London as Gulf Legal Services Ltd.
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in an escrow account that may be used for the import of goods, products and technology
necessary for economic and social development of Iraq.
The implementation procedures for these temporary arrangements were agreed between
Iraq and the U.N. Secretariat in the Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) in 1996. The
measures are applied in stages for specific periods, usually for six months. Currently, the
eleventh stage is being applied.
These procedures are fairly complex and time consuming. Suppliers in countries consid-
ered politically sympathetic are usually invited by Iraqi State Departments and Organiza-
tions designated to implement the oil for food program to bid in tenders for projects or
the supply of goods and technology. The Committee established in accordance with U.N.
Security Council Resolution 661 must then approve contracts concluded. Applications for
approval are usually made through the competent national authority in the country of origin
of the supplier. Upon obtaining the approval of the 661 Committee export licenses are
issued by the country of origin of the supplier. The contract value will then be paid in the
usual commercial manner from the escrow account and goods delivered.
The 661 Committee also supervises sales contracts of Iraqi crude oil.
B. COMMERCIAL AGENCIES LAW
Law No. 51 of 2000 Organizing Commercial Agencies (the "Agency Law") was published
in the Official Gazette in September 2000, replacing the previous agency law of 1994. The
preamble of the law provides that it is issued to organize the business of commercial agencies
in Iraq in a manner to achieve development objectives and avoid exploitation and corrupt
practices. It also provides that it is intended to regulate commercial agencies as well as
relations between State Departments and Organizations with Arab and foreign suppliers to
achieve development objectives, national economic interest, and avoid exploitation. The
means of achieving these objectives were specified as obtaining a license to practice the
business of a commercial agent, the registration of commercial agencies in a special register
in accordance with the provisions of the law and the supervision of the activities of com-
mercial agents.
It is also important to note that the Agency Law adopted a general definition for com-
mercial agencies as "every business activity performed in Iraq by a person in his capacity
as an agent for an individual or corporate entity from abroad whether it was a trade agency,
a commission agency or any other commercial agency provided for in the special trade,
companies and transport laws."
The Agency Law further requires a party interested in appointing an agent to apply to
the Registrar of Companies, the department designated to supervise the application of the
law, to nominate authorized agents who should be Iraqi or a company wholly owned by
Iraqis, hold the valid requisite license to act in this capacity and do not hold more than
three agencies. Agency contracts should be notarized and be registered with the Companies
Registrar.
Another important feature of the Agency Law provides that State Departments and Or-
ganizations are prohibited from dealing with commercial agents. They should deal directly
with foreign suppliers except when such direct dealings are not possible. In such cases,
departments should obtain the approval to deal with or through an authorized agent.
Violations of the provisions of the Agency Law can be subject to severe penalties includ-
ing fines and jail sentences.
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C. REGIONAL FREE TRADE ZONES
Iraq is also encouraging a new trend to establish free trade zones with Arab and neigh-
boring countries. Agreements to establish such zones have been concluded with Egypt and
Syria. These agreements provide for liberalizing trade through the elimination of restric-
tions and granting customs duties and tax exemptions. Trade in goods and products within
these free trade zones will be considered for local taxation purposes as internal trade rather
than foreign trade. However, the payment mechanism procedures in accordance with the
oil for food program could be an obstacle to the expansion of this trade.
VI. Israel*
Israel is a very young country established only in 1948. The area known today as Israel
was governed, prior to 1948, by the Ottoman Empire for a period of 300 years and by the
British Empire since 1919 until 1948. Consequently, in its early days, the Israeli legal system
was a mixture of British Common Law and Ottoman Codes. Since 1948, the Ottoman and
British heritage has been slowly diminished and Israel has created its own unique legal
system.
Over the years Israel has created its own civil law and many acts were enacted for that
purpose: Real Property Law of 1969, Contracts Law of 1973, Remedies for Breach of
Contract Law of 1979, Succession Law of 1965, Gift Law of 1968, Agency Law of 1965,
Unjust Enrichment Law of 1979, and more. These laws are intended to be assembled
together, sometime in the future, to create an original Israeli Civil Code.
Israel, being a country that has been established in haste and due to internal differences,
is yet to adopt a constitution. Instead there is a collection of "Basic Laws" that are intended
to be assembled into one document, thus creating the Israeli Constitution. These Basic
Laws cover a wide range of subjects, especially governmental and human rights. According
to a decision made by the Israeli Supreme Court, the Basic Laws have a higher stand in the
legal hierarchy and, in general, new laws cannot contradict the Basic Laws. Two Basic Laws
are of the highest importance. Both were enacted in 1992 and for the first time they de-
termined by law the basic human rights. These laws are Freedom of Occupation and Human
Dignity and Liberty.
The Israeli judiciary system is based upon the principle of binding precedent, according
to which, every court is subject to the rulings of the Supreme Court, excluding the Supreme
Court itself, which is not bound by past precedents. This principle is meant to assure
stability and continuity in the judiciary system.
The Israeli court system is characterized by its hierarchy structure. At the top of the
pyramid there is the Supreme Court of Israel, beneath are the District Courts, and at the
bottom are the Magistrate's Courts. Excluding few matters such as labor, traffic, juvenile
and family, there are no fields of specialization and all courts deal with both criminal and
civil cases, yet the courts are divided according to their material and local jurisdiction. In
general when referring to civil cases the Magistrate's Courts serve as first instance for all
civil cases in which the amount of the claim is less than a certain amount determined by
*Inbal Tzion and Eyal Shohat prepared the report on Israel. Mr. Tzion and Mr. Shohat are attorneys at the
Israeli Law Firm of Raved, Magriso, Benkel & Co.; e-mail: rmb@rmblaw.co.il; Web site: http://www.
rmblaw.co.il.
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law and updated from time to time. The District Courts serve as first instance for all other
civil cases and as an instance of appeal on the Magistrate's Courts rulings. The Supreme
Court serves as instance of appeal on the District Court rulings. In few special matters, the
Supreme Court also serves as High Court of Justice.
International processes and events, the development of the technology, and the fact that
Israel has a thriving economy, including one of the most developed hi-tech industry bases
outside the United States, had created a need to innovate the current legislation and to
generate new laws.
The new Israeli Companies Law was enacted and became effective as of February 1,
2000. This law replaced the 1983 Companies Ordinance, which was based on the 1929
Companies Ordinance, excluding certain provisions of the 1983 Companies Ordinance,
mostly regarding liquidation and pledges, which continue to remain in force.
The purpose of the new Companies Law was to create a modem, comprehensive, and
codificative law. In that spirit, the Companies Law is relating to a variety of issues, such as
mergers and acquisitions, tender offers, corporate distribution, actions taken by the entre-
preneur prior to the incorporation of a company, buyback, company's origins and their
powers, special approvals of interested parties' transactions, etc.
The Companies Law has a significant effect on the Israeli business community in general
and on the legal community in particular. A learning and implementation process of the
new Companies Law by both businesspeople and lawyers characterized Year 2001. The
legislator also had to deal with certain issues arising from the new law. Hence, during 2001,
new regulations were enacted in order to regularize different issues such as tender offers,
mergers, and the like.
The new Companies Law also had a worth-mentioning effect on Securities Law and
publicly traded companies. Rapid changes occurred during 2001 in Securities Law and new
regulations were set regarding tender offers, private placements in a publicly traded com-
pany, and transactions between a publicly traded company and its controlling shareholder.
And indeed the new regulations along with the recession of share prices in the Tel-Aviv
Stock Exchange encouraged many publicly traded companies to publish tender offers.
Alongside the effect of the new Companies Law, the Israeli Securities Authority through
the legislative authority amended the Israeli Securities Law in two major subjects: (1) The
20th Amendment-this amendment clarifies and elaborates a variety of issues relating to
public offerings. The most fundamental requirement of the Israeli Securities Law is that
securities will be offered to the public only under a prospectus whose publication was
authorized by the relevant authorities. The amendment aims to define the cases, which shall
not be considered as public offerings, and thus be exempted from the abovementioned
requirement. One of the most significant exemptions relates to issuance of securities to
employees, a commonly used instrument in Israeli publicly traded companies, and (2) Dual
listing-this amendment enables companies which shares are traded on the NASDAQ,
NYSE or AMEX to list their securities for trading also on the Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange
(TASE). Such listing is based upon a registration document of a technical nature, rather
than a comprehensive prospectus, and followed by the submission to the Israeli relevant
authorities of any report submitted by the company in the United States under the appli-
cable Securities Laws. During the year 2001 many companies that traded outside Israel
(especially on the NASDAQ) used this amendment to list their shares on the TASE.
In the field of labor law, the Law of Prior Notice for Dismissal and Resignation has been
enacted and became effective as of June 1, 2001. This law regulates the termination of the
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employee-employer relationship and aims to introduce new and more appropriate standards
to the labor market. According to this law, the party terminating the employment is required
to give prior notice to the other party. The length of the prior notice varies according to
the manner and duration of employment.
The Israeli Antitrust Authority has enacted a series of new rules, which set the circum-
stances in which certain types of transactions would be exempted from the approval of the
Commissioner of Antitrust or the Antitrust Court for the existence of a restrictive arrange-
ment under the Antitrust Law. The types of transactions said rules are referring to are,
among others, joint ventures, exclusive distribution agreements, agreements that do not
materially affect or restrain competitors, franchise agreements, and the like.
A new law that was enacted in order to conform to the modern era is the Electronic
Signature Law, which became effective as of October 10, 2001. Under this law, an electronic
message that is signed by a protected electronic signature (i.e., an electronic signature that
is unique to the signatory, allows prima facie identification of the signatory, was produced
by signature means under the signatory's exclusive control, and allows identification of an
alteration made into the electronic message subsequent to the date of its receipt), will be
valid in any judicial proceeding as prima facie evidence.
Israel is undergoing, for the past four years, a gradual relief of Foreign Exchange Control.
Another step in this liberalization has recently occurred with the enactment of an amend-
ment to the Currency Control Permit, allowing insurance companies and pension funds to
invest in foreign currency, foreign securities and other assets outside Israel up to 20 percent
of their assets (compared with 5 percent prior to the amendment), for a transition period
of a year, after which said limitation shall no longer apply. Upon the expiration of said
limitation (currently due on January 1, 2003) the liberalization of foreign exchange control
process shall be completed.
VII. Jordan*
Despite the continued political turbulence in the region, Jordan continues to be a polit-
ically and economically stable and secure country. Accordingly, legislation continues to
develop and be updated to accommodate the modern developments of our time. The year
2001 brought about many legislative developments to adapt to international trading re-
quirements and to generally improve the Jordanian legal system.
Below is a summary of the main legislative reforms that came into effect in Jordan during
the year 2001.
A. CIVIL PROCEDURES CODE
Various amendments were made to the Civil Procedures Code No. 24 of 1988, which
deals with procedures before civil courts. The amendments relate to a number of procedural
and substantive issues, namely, the efficiency of serving notices, the time limits for making
and responding to claims, the submission of evidence, and the procedures for undergoing
precautionary measures. Through bringing about the above-mentioned amendments, it is
anticipated that the litigation life span of cases will be significantly shortened.
*Khaled Asfour and Sharif Ali Zu'bi prepared the report on Jordan.
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B. THE PENAL CODE
The amending of Law No. 54 of 2001 amended the Penal Code. The amendments update
Jordan's laws on money laundering and combating terrorism.
C. ARBITRATION
The Arbitration Law No. 18 of 1953 was repealed and replaced by a new Arbitration
Law No. 31 of 2001. The provisions of the new law were derived from the UNCITRAL
Model International Commercial Arbitration Law of 1985.
D. SOCIAL SECURITY LAW
A new Social Security Law came into effect in 2001. The main amendment introduced
by this law is the increase of contributions made to the Social Security Corporation from
a total of 15 percent to 16.5 percent of employees' monthly salaries.
E. INCOME TAx LAW
The Jordanian Income Tax Law was also amended. The general trend is to reduce both
corporate income tax and personal income tax and, thus, making Jordan a friendlier envi-
ronment for investment.
F. COMMERCIAL AGENTS AND MIDDLEMAN LAW
A new Commercial Agents and Middleman Law came into force in 2001. This law gov-
erns and regulates commercial agencies and distributorship agreements.
G. THE U.S.-JoRDAN FREE TRADE AGREEMENT (FTA)
The FTA was ratified and became effective in 2001. The FTA aims to eliminate duties
and commercial barriers to bilateral trade in goods and services originating in the United
States and Jordan. The FTA also includes, for the first time ever in the text of a trade
agreement, separate sets of substantive provisions addressing trade and the environment,
trade and labor, and electronic commerce. Other provisions address intellectual property
rights protection, balance of payments, rules of origin, safeguards and procedural matters
such as consultations and dispute settlement. However, the FTA does not include an in-
vestment chapter because the United States already has a Bilateral Investment Treaty with
Jordan.
VIII. Kuwait (Part 1)*
Ten years have passed since the end of the Iraqi invasion, and the economy of Kuwait is
still recovering. In 1994 Kuwait signed the WTO agreement and, in 1995, the Kuwaiti
Parliament ratified it. Consequently, the Kuwaiti Authorities have been compelled to take
necessary measures in order to implement its obligations and comply with the regulations
*brahim Sattout prepared the report on Kuwait (Part I). Mr. Sattout is a member of the Beirut Bar -
Lebanon.
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imposed by the said agreement. In 2001, this process included numerous laws and bills
among which are the new investment law, and the law on Trademarks, Patent and Industrial
design.
A. LAW ON DIRECT FOREIGN CAPITAL INVESTMENT" 7
The most important legislative development of 2001 was the adoption by the Kuwaiti
Parliament of the new law on Direct Foreign Capital Investment (Investment Law). The
new law responds to the Government's international commitments to proceed with the
liberalization of trade, and is in line with its policy to reduce its role in the economy in
order to enhance the role of the private sector.
According to the Explanatory Memorandum of the Law, foreign investments will con-
tribute to the development of Kuwait's economy, and help the local market "to gain ad-
vanced technology as well as management and marketing expertise enjoyed by international
companies" in order to be capable of facing the challenges brought by the globalization
and liberalization of trade.
The Investment Law lifts the restrictions on the establishment of foreign investments in
the country.2" It allows the incorporation of Kuwaiti companies wholly owned by foreigners,
subject however to the approval of the Minister of Trade and Industry pursuant to the
recommendation of the Foreign Capital Investment Committee.
The law provides for the establishment of a Foreign Capital Investment Committee
(FCIC), which shall provide the necessary assistance to investors in terms of licenses and
permits. The FCIC's main activities include promoting investments in the country, studying
investment applications and making the necessary recommendations, granting privileges
and advantages to foreign investors, setting up a method for the monitoring and follow up
of the foreign investments in order to identify and eliminate any obstacles that may be faced
by investors.
The law also creates a special office called Foreign Investment Capital Office (FICO),
whose mission shall consist mainly of processing and submitting the license application to
the FCIC together with its recommendations, and notifying the international market about
the project offered for investment following the execution of the licensed projects.
The Investment Law offers significant guarantees for investors since it prohibits confis-
cation or nationalization,9 allows repatriation of profits and capital, as well as the transfer
of the investment, in full or in part, to another foreign or Kuwaiti investor. Furthermore,
it provides investors with full protection against any amendments that may be introduced
into the existing laws.3o
Investments made under the Investment Law enjoy numerous advantages and incentives
including tax holiday up to ten years, benefit from the provisions of double taxation treaties
and Bilateral Investment Treaties, full or partial exemption from customs duties on certain
27. See Ali Partners, Doing Business in Kuwait, available at http://www.mideastlaw.com/kuwait.html (lastvis-
ited July 14, 2002).
28. The current Kuwaiti legislation prohibits foreigners from engaging in commerce in Kuwait without a
Kuwaiti partner (holding 51 percent at least of the capital of the company) or agent. Id.
29. However, expropriation is permitted for public interest and against fair compensation. Id.
30. Article 10 of the Investment law stipulates: "Foreign investor duly licensed in accordance with the
provisions of this law shall not be subject to any amendments of these provisions, which may prejudice his
interests." Id.
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imports, allocation of lands and real estates required for investment purposes, and employ-
ment of required foreign manpower.
Finally, it is worth noting that as of this writing, the Ministry of Industry and Trade did
not issue the rules and regulations for the implementation of the law as prescribed in article
21 of the Investment Law. Indeed, these regulations will determine the economic activities
and projects that will be opened to foreign investors.
B. TRADEMARKS AND PATENT
In order to comply with the WATO Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights (TRIPs), the Kuwaiti legislator adopted the Law No. 1 of 2001 and Law
No. 3 of 2001, amending some of the provisions regulating (a) Trademarks and (b) Patents
and Industrial Design, respectively.
1. Trademarks3
The most important amendment concerns the scope of protection, which is expanded to
figurative elements and combination of colors as well as signs, which can be detected by
audiovisual senses. Another amendment relates to the rights conferred to the owner. Indeed,
the previous provisions of Article 82 of the law limited those rights to assignment, mortgage
and attachment, and stipulated that their transfer shall be made only with the commercial
establishment using the mark for distinguishing its products. The amendment introduced
repeals such limitations and restrictions and gives the owner the right to assign, in any
means he considers appropriate, the trademark with or without the transfer of the business
to which the trademark belongs.
2. Patents and Industrial Design32
The aim of the amendment, which affected the law regulating patents and industrial
design, is to render its provisions in compliance with the recommendations of the TRIPs
Agreement. Indeed, the most important amendment introduced expands the exclusion from
patentability to those cases described in Article 27 of the Agreement, and extends the term
of protection of patents and design or model to twenty. years and ten years respectively.
Furthermore, the amendments introduce a new type of models protected under the law,
called "utility models." According to the definition given by the law, "utility models" are
an application, which contain a new technical solution in shape or formulation for an ex-
istent invention or for any parts thereof. Furthermore, the law provides that an applicant
may transfer his "utility model" into a patent if the conditions are fulfilled, and visa-versa.
The term of protection of "utility models" shall be seven years nonrenewable, starting from
the date of submission of the application.
C. CONCLUSION
The legal developments briefly outlined in this section constitute a step forward in the
modernization and liberalization of the Kuwaiti economy, and an attempt by the Kuwaiti
government to enhance the investment climate in the country.
31. Trademarks are regulated by the Kuwait Commercial Code (Law No. 68 of 1980), available at http://
www.turkish-embassy.org.kw/bussines/foreign-cap.htm (last visited July 14, 2002).
32. Patents and Industrial design are regulated by Law No. 4. Id.
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This new policy of openness is expected to continue to be a national focus in 2002, since
numerous draft laws are currently pending before the Kuwaiti Parliament. Indeed, it would
be worth mentioning in this respect that the Kuwaiti Authorities are planning to introduce
some amendments to the Law No. 32 of 1968 regulating the banking sector.3 The new
amendments are supposed to ease legal limits on the opening of branches for foreign banks
in Kuwait.
IX. Kuwait (Part ]I)*
Since the Gulf War, Kuwait has slowly been working toward diversifying its oil industry-
dependent economy through privatization and opening itself to more foreign investment.
Recent initiatives toward this end have included the opening in 1998 of the Kuwait Free
Trade Zone, which allows foreign companies to do business there without having to asso-
ciate with a local agent, and last year, the government began allowing foreigners to trade
on the Kuwait Stock Exchange.
The year 2001 saw the culmination of two key initiatives under debate for the past few
years-the implementation of new patent and trademark legislation, and the approval of a
law creating an exception to the rule requiring foreign companies to limit their ownership
to 49 percent of a joint venture by allowing up to 100 percent foreign ownership of busi-
nesses in certain sectors. The government also took a significant step toward reforming its
tax laws by contracting with outside resources to design a new regime.
A. FOREIGN INVESTMEN4T
1. Foreign Investment Law
In April 2001, the National Assembly passed a direct foreign investment law allowing up
to 100 percent foreign ownership of businesses. This new law, Law No. 8 Regulating For-
eign Capital Direct Investment in Kuwait (the "Foreign Investment Law") was put into
force by Amiri Decree in June 1999, but required approval by the National Assembly for
it to remain. While the law is now on the books, the implementing regulations, which
establish the guidelines for investment under the law, must still be created before foreign
investors can take advantage of it. Those regulations are currently under discussion.
The law does not identify whether the investment will be limited to certain industries or
open to all areas. In the past, the government has encouraged high-tech industries over
sectors viewed to be overcapacity, such as the hotel industry.
Sectors currently closed to foreign investment include insurance and the upstream pe-
troleum sector, although foreigners can invest in petrochemical joint ventures. Foreigners
are also limited to 40 percent ownership of banks, and real estate investment is restricted
to GCC-nationals. These sectors will likely remain closed under the new law.
2. Benefits
In addition to allowing 100 percent foreign ownership, the law carves out other exemp-
tions for foreign investors. One key benefit is a tax holiday to foreign investors for up to
33. A draft law was submitted to the Parliament in 2001.
*The report on Kuwait (Part II) was prepared by Vonda K. Wolcott, attorney with the Law Offices of M.M.
AI-Ghazali & Partners in Kuwait, specializing in international corporate and commercial law.
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ten years. Kuwaiti-owned companies do not pay taxes, but tax rates for foreign owned
corporations can be as high as 55 percent of gross profits. Another key provision exempts
foreign-majority owned companies from having to employ a local agent, a requirement that
has created a barrier to foreign investment in the past due to the protectionist policy of
Kuwait's agency laws.
Other benefits under the new law include:
* Exemption of certain categories of industries from paying customs duties and charges levied
on the import of equipment and raw materials;
* Long-term protection against expropriation without compensation;
* The right to repatriate profits;
* The facilitation of the entry of expatriate labor;
* The authorization for land grants;
* The protection of the confidentiality of proprietary information in investment applications,
with penalties for government officials who reveal such data to unauthorized persons; and
* New investors are grandfathered against any future changes in the law.
Full benefit of these incentives is linked to the percentage of Kuwaiti labor employed by
the new venture.
3. The FCIC and FCIO
To facilitate foreign investment, the law establishes a Foreign Capital Investment Com-
mittee (FCIC) and a Foreign Capital Investment Office. Together, these two bodies are
charged with attracting foreign investment to Kuwait and with assisting prospective foreign
investors with their projects and with applying for their license under the new law.
The FCIO will essentially perform the legwork for the FCIC. It will also serve as a
clearing-house for information related to foreign investment. The FCIO will assist foreign
investors with submitting their applications, with entering the country, and with overcom-
ing obstacles encountered in establishing their business after receiving their license.
The FCIC is the body that reviews the applications and recommends to the Minister of
Commerce and Industry whether a license should be issued to the applicant. The law
requires the whole process to be finished and the license to be issued within eight months
from the date of application. It also is in charge of administering the penalties for violations
under the law.
B. PRIVATIZATION
Kuwait continues to move toward privatizing government entities including telecom-
munications, power, and water sectors. OnJuly 9, 2001, the government announced a Five-
Year Privatization Plan (the "Plan"). This Plan is similar to past initiatives that have never
been realized. This Plan's future is already headed toward the same fate. As of the end of
2001, the National Assembly had postponed a planned debate until the beginning of 2002.
1. The Five-Year Plan
The latest version of the Plan calls for privatizing some gas station outlets and part or
all of Kuwait Airways in the first year.
Year two initiates privatization of post office, telegraph, and telecommunications services.
Years three and four will complete the telecommunications privatization and begins the
process for the Ports Authority and Public Transport Company. The fifth and final year
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targets the power and water sectors, as well as Kuwait's Petrochemical Industries Company
(PIC).
Both the Five-Year Plan and sector-specific privatization efforts will have to be approved
by Kuwait's National Assembly, which has stressed that any privatization program will have
to insulate consumers from significant rate increases and protect the jobs of Kuwaiti em-
ployees.
C. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
In January 2001 the new patent and trademark legislation passed by the National Assem-
bly in December 2000 took effect making the country compliant with the World Trade
Organization's (WTO) Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPs). The new law provides patent protection for twenty years and extends
coverage to include pharmaceutical products. Industrial designs and closed circuits are pro-
tected for ten to fifteen years.
Kuwait's passage of the new patent and trademark legislation, coupled with the imple-
mentation in 1999 of its first copyright law has brought it into compliance with international
standards. Its weak enforcement, however, of copyright violations in particular has landed
it on the U.S. Trade Representative's Special 301 Watch List. In fact, despite the passage
of the new laws, weak enforcement and token penalties for violators have kept Kuwait's
piracy rates among the highest in the Arab world. Maximum penalties for copyright in-
fringement--one year in jail and fines up to USD 1650-are below international standards,
although they are increased for repeat offenders.
Under pressure from the WTO, WIPO and the U.S. Trade Representative and a desire
to attract more foreign investment, Kuwait has taken significant steps this year rid to itself
of the reputation as a safe-haven for bootleggers and knock-off artists. In 2001, to address
the problem, the government reorganized the Ministry of Information to create a new
Office of Intellectual Property and stepped up raids on businesses suspected of infringing
copyrights.
Additional reforms are likely to occur as Kuwait continues to promote foreign invest-
ment, particularly in the technology and research areas, which depend on stringent pro-
tection of intellectual property rights. These are areas Kuwait particularly would like to
target. It has already taken steps to do so this year by approving the creation of a Technology
Hub to cater to these industries.
1. Proposed Tax Regime
The government is considering revising its tax regime to be friendlier to foreign investors.
Foreign-owned firms and the foreign-owned portions of joint ventures are the only busi-
nesses subject to corporate income tax. The taxes apply to domestic and offshore income.
Corporate tax rates can be as high as 55 percent of gross profits, but the government has
put forward legislation to reduce the maximum to 25 percent.
X. Lebanon*
Seventeen years of war left Lebanon with a war-damage bill of more than $25 billion.
Despite this handicap, Lebanon is gradually recovering and the reconstruction of the coun-
try is on its way.
*Ibrahim Sattout prepared the report on Lebanon. Mr. Sattout is a Member of the Beirut Bar - Lebanon.
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Since most of the reconstruction process has relied on foreign investments, the Lebanese
Authorities have been making since 1991, concerted efforts in order to improve Lebanon's
legal environment and hence attract investors to become involved in the reconstruction
process.
The year 2001 featured continuing modernization and harmonization of the Lebanese
Laws. However, due to the large number of acts promulgated and the limited space avail-
able, this section will focus on some of the most important laws promulgated.
A. PROMOTION OF INVESTMENTS
During the year 2001, the Lebanese Government took a number of measures in order
to improve the investment climate in the country and gain investors' confidence. Below are
the summaries on (1) the Investment Law, (2) the law regulating foreign acquisition of
property, and (3) the law on Bank share issuing and trading ratified by the Parliament24
Prior to August 2001, there was no express legislation regulating investments in Lebanon.
However, in August 2001, the Parliament ratified the first Investment Law (Investment
Law) with the aim of attracting private capital investments in the country.35
The Investment Law36 divides Lebanon into three investment zones located outside Bei-
rut, and offers special incentives to projects in the fields of industry and agriculture, tourism,
technology, information technology, telecommunications, and media. The most important
of these incentives include the facility in obtaining work permits, a tax holiday up to ten
years, partial or total exemption from income tax, and tax on dividends generated by the
projects.
The new law creates a special agency called Investment Development Authority of Leb-
anon (IDAL), a "One-Stop-Shop," which provides investors with all necessary information
and assistance in the issuance of permits and licenses required by the Lebanese Authorities.
According to the Law, IDAL and the Prime Minister have discretionary powers to ap-
prove projects that could benefit from its provisions. Furthermore, it gives IDAL a wide
range of prerogatives, including the promotion of investments in the country, identification
of investment opportunities in various sectors of the Lebanese economy, marketing and
promotion of agricultural and industrial products abroad, participation in the capital of
joint public-private companies that deal with information technology and media or in the
production, packaging, and transformation of agricultural and industrial products.
1. Issuing and Trading in Bank Shares
Law No. 32 of February 11, 1991 regulating the trading of Lebanese bank shares requires
that at least one-third of the shares that form the equity capital of a Lebanese bank be held
by Lebanese nationals, Lebanese partnerships wholly owned by Lebanese nationals, or
34. The Lebanese Parliament ratified other laws including a text providing for the reduction of companies'
contributions to the Social Security Fund, numerous Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs) with Switzerland,
Bulgaria, United Kingdom, OPEC Fund, Russia, Kuwait, Sweden, Byelorussia, and Pakistan. For an exhaustive
list of the laws ratified in 1999 and 2000, see Ibrahim Sattout, Lebanon Continues Modernizing Business Laws:
Recent Highlights, MIDDLE EAsT EXECUTIVE REPORT, Aug. 2000, at 9.
35. Lebanese economic and legal system makes no discrimination between national and foreign investments.
Id.
36. It should be noted that the Investment Law is "optional," it., applicable to those investors who wish to
benefit from its provisions. Id.
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Lebanese corporations with a capital wholly formed of registered shares of which at least
one-third is held by Lebanese nationals and transferable to Lebanese nationals only.
However, and in order to encourage investments in the country, the Lebanese Authorities
approved in April 2001 a new law repealing the limits on foreign ownership of Lebanese
bank shares. Indeed, according to Article 1-3 of the new law, trading in Lebanese bank
shares shall be subject to no legal restrictions. However, the law provides for some excep-
tions, and requires the prior approval of the Banque du Liban in the event the subscriber
or the assignee, irrespective of its nationality, acquires more than 5 percent of the total
shares of the bank or of the voting shares.
2. Foreign Acquisition of Real Estate
On April 3, 2001, the Lebanese Authorities passed the Law No. 296 amending Law No.
11614 of January 4, 1969 on the acquisition of real estate properties by foreigners, and
which subjected such acquisition to the prior approval of the Cabinet.
The new law introduces numerous changes to these restrictions. According to the amend-
ments foreigners whether individual or legal entities are permitted to acquire up to 3,000
square meters of real estate within the whole Lebanese territory without a permit. However,
any acquisition by foreigners in excess of 3,000 square meters needs to be authorized by a
Council of Ministers Decree. Furthermore, the new law requires that a building be erected
on the acquired property within a period of five years from the date of registration.
On the other hand, the law allows foreign nationals to acquire 3 percent of the total area
of Lebanon provided, however, that the total acquired surface area does not exceed
(1) 3 percent of the total area of the district, and (2) 10 percent of the total area of Beirut.
B. VALUE ADDED TAX
37
On December 5 2001, the Lebanese Parliament ratified the Value Added Tax (VAT) law.
According to the government the introduction of this new tax is necessary to help get the
Euro-Mediterranean Partnership Deal signed and is in line with Lebanon's international
and regional trade commitments (OMC, Arab Trade Union, etc.). The Ministry of Finance
considers that this tax will increase revenues and reduce the deficit, and will consequently
help in ensuring continuous economic growth and financial monetary stability.
The VAT is scheduled to be launched on February 1, 2002. It will cover a vast range of
goods and services and will be levied at a flat rate of 10 percent. However, the law provides
for exemption on some services and goods including the health and education sector; in-
surance, banking and financial services; specific kinds of food and raw agricultural products;
precious and semi-precious stones, pearls, diamonds, gold, silver, and other precious metals.
Furthermore, the law exempts tourists and Lebanese holding foreign residency.
C. MONEY LAUNDERING 38
The Lebanese Authorities issued several legislations in 2001 in order to combat money
laundering and to comply with international recommendations in this regard. In April 2001,
37. It is worth noting that Lebanon signed bilateral tax treaties, to avoid double taxation with Italy, Kuwait,
Cuba, Oman, and Byelorussia. Id.
38. In January 2000, Banque du Liban (BDL) issued Decision No. 7511, wherein it invites banks operating
in Lebanon to abide by the due diligence convention relating to the engagement to combat money laundering
operation, signed between the Lebanese Bank Association and its members. Id.
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the Lebanese Parliament adopted a new law on money laundering and on May 18, 2001
the Banque du Liban (BDL) issued Decision No. 781:3 containing the regulations on the
control of financial and banking operations for fighting money laundering. Those two texts
set out the rules and procedures to be adopted by banks and financial institutions in order
to combat money laundering.
They invite banks and financial institutions to exercise control on clients' operations to
avoid involvement in money laundering operations. Furthermore, they determine the doc-
uments and information to be requested from their clients in order to ascertain their iden-
tities and addresses, and to determine the actual owner of the intended operation. Moreover,
they draw their attention to exercise more vigilance in certain circumstances, e.g., cashiers'
operations when the amounts exceed U.S.$10,000 or the equivalent in any other currency;
several cashiers' operations are being carried out separately on the same account or multiple
accounts of the same person for an amount less then U.S.$10,000.
According to Article 3 of the law money-laundering operations are sanctioned by three
to seven-years imprisonment and a fine of no less than twenty million Lebanese pounds.
In order to ensure the implementation of these rules, the law provides for the establish-
ment of an independent legal entity-Special Investigation Commission-at the Banque
du Liban. Its mission shall be to investigate operations that are suspected to be money
laundering offences and monitor the compliance with the rules and procedures stipulated
by the law. The Commission shall have exclusively the right to decide on the lifting of the
banking secrecy39 to the benefit of the competent judicial authorities and the higher banking
commission in the event the accounts opened at banks or financial institutions are suspected
to have been made for money-laundering operations.
The new legislations outlined above demonstrate the Lebanese Government's will to
create an environment conducive to investment and business initiative in the country. In-
deed, the adoption of the Investment Law and the reform of the system regulating the
acquisition by foreigners of real estate property and Lebanese bank shares may attract more
investors and give a boost to the Lebanese economy.
XI. Libya*
In 2001, slowly but surely, Libya continued its efforts to liberalize its economy and to
open up and reach out for stronger ties in its relationship with the international community.
There has been talk of joining the World Trade Organization and a ministerial committee
has been established to prepare for negotiation with the WTO immediately after the Dep-
uty Director General of the Organization concluded his visit to Tripoli in October 2001.
Most important among the steps taken to liberalize the economy are: the unification of
the exchange rate of the Libyan Dinar (the national currency) along with the substantial
devaluation of its official rate; allowing the private sector to take up commercial agency
activities; and reducing the legal restrictions imposed by Law No. 8 of 2000 on incorpo-
rating joint stock companies.
39. Banking secrecy was adopted in Lebanon in 1956. It providei bank customers with the right to absolute
secrecy. Id.
*Abdudayem M. Elgharabli and Mahmud R. Mukhtar of the Tripoli/Libya-based Law Firm of Mukhtar,
Kelbash & Elgharabli.prepared the report on Libya.
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A. L.D. EXCHANGE RATE(S)
On December 24, 2001 the Board of Directors of the Central Bank of Libya issued
Decision No. 49 of 1369 (2001) for the adjustment and unification of the exchange rate for
the Libyan Dinar.
Article 1 of the Decision provides that the "exchange rate for the Libyan Dinar is adjusted
to be (0.605) units of the Special Drawing Rights Units." This rate is applicable to all
foreign currencies effective on January 1, 2002.
The new exchange rate is to be used for all purposes and transactions including cash
transfers, payments, documentary credits, and for personal, commercial and capital transfers
by national and non-national individuals and juridical persons. All other exchange rates
applicable prior to this decision, such as the commercial rate and the airline rate, were
abolished.
The effect of this adjustment is a substantial devaluation of the official rate of the Libyan
Dinar (for example from 0.65 to the U.S. dollar to 1.30). In the administrative instructions
that followed the Decision, the Central Bank addressed several issues arising from the said
adjustment. In the Circular issued on December 31, 2001, the Central Bank instructed the
commercial banks to effect transfers of foreign workers entitlements under expatriate con-
tracts covering monthly salaries, accumulated salaries, end of services allowances, insurance
entitlements, etc., according to the exchange rate applicable at the time of transfer. Obvi-
ously these transfers are going to be affected by this adjustment.
Foreign companies' entitlements, however, are left to the terms of their contracts with
the government or public entities (state owned), i.e., for those companies who fixed a spe-
cific exchange rate or incorporated in their contracts a clause protecting them from currency
fluctuation would continue to benefit from such protection.
The unification of the several exchange rates is expected to have a positive effect on the
flow of foreign direct investment to Libya under Law No. 5 of 1997.
B. COMMERCIAL AGENCIES
The law in force concerning commercial agencies is Law No. 33 of 1971 titled Organi-
zation of Work of Commercial Agencies supplemented by Law No. 87 of 1975.
Several executive regulations were issued through ministerial decisions to provide for
detailed rules and procedures to implement the law.
With the move of the Libyan economy towards central planning and a public sector-
dominated economy in the mid-seventies, commercial agencies were limited exclusively to
state-owned companies with respect to numerous goods and services.
The new Executive Regulation, issued by Decision No. (178) of 1369 (2001) of the
Secretary of the General People's Committee of Economy and Trade on October 20, 2001
allowing the private sector to act as commercial agent for certain goods and services is
considered a significant change in economic policy.40
40. Decision No. 178 of 1369 (2001) of the Secretary of the General Peoples' Committee for Economy &
Trade issuing the Executive Regulation for the Law Organizing the Work of the Commercial Agencies dated
October 20, 2001.
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The Regulation provides for the establishment of a Commercial Agencies Register in
the Secretariat of Economy and Trade in which the names of the natural and juridical






The Regulation limited the maximum number of agencies that can be held by an indi-
vidual to three agencies, by a private corporate entity to six agencies, and by a public entity
(state owned) to ten agencies. 4'
The Regulation obliged the commercial agent to:
" Enter into an agency agreement with a principal who enjoys a good reputation and whose
products or services are distinguished by good quality and approved national or international
specifications;
" Grant warranty certificates for durable goods for a period of not less than six months from
the date of sale;
" Provide spare parts and accessories and repair damaged or defective goods;
" Allocate not less than 20 percent of the value of imported durable goods in the form of spare
parts, accessories, and tools necessary for the maintenance of such goods;
" Establish and operate workshops for the maintenance and repair of the imported goods;
" Adhere to the prices fixed for the goods and services through the legally authorized govern-
ment departments. 2
C. JOINT STOCK COMPANIES
The Libyan Commercial Code of 1953 as amended by Law No. 65 of 1970 organized
the incorporation of joint stock companies. It required a minimum number of five share-
holders and a minimum of LD 30,000 as a paid up capital upon incorporation.43
This was changed in 1992 by Law No. 9, which required a minimum number of share-
holders of between eight to fifty depending on the value of share capital. Law No. 8 of
2000 amended Law No. 9 of 1992 by imposing the following restrictions:
- The share capital of the Joint Stock Company should exceed one million Libyan Dinars;
* The number of shareholders should not be less than 500 with a maximum of 2 percent
holding for the individual person;
* Joint Stock Company should be incorporated through a public offering;
* Individual shareholder cannot hold shares in more than one company. 4
The General People's Congress (Parliament) in its session held during the period 25 to
28 December 2001 debated an amendment to the Law with the objective of easing these
restrictions.
41. Id. art. 5.
42. Id. art. 2.
43. Article 3 of Law No. 65 of 197, the Official Gazette, Issue 3.3, Year 8, 1970, page 3.
44. Article I of Law No. 8 of 1430 amending an Article in Law No. 9 of 1992 Concerning the Practice of
Economic Activities, the Official Gazette, Issue 13, Year 38, 2000, page 424.
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The Law introducing these amendments has been passed by the Congress. At the time
of preparing this report the final text had not yet been published.
XII. Oman*
The year 2001 was notable for Oman's role in the aftermath of the September 1lth
terrorist attacks on the United States and its continuing peacemaking efforts in the Middle
East conflict, as well as a number of milestone developments in its commercial development.
Oman remains a stable and relatively crime-free country, although destabilization in Af-
ghanistan and neighboring countries has seen an increase in illegal immigrants and drug
smuggling.
Following Oman's accession to the World Trade Organization in 2000 we have seen a
relaxation of the rules requiring majority Omani ownership of locally incorporated com-
panies and it is now possible for foreign shareholders to own up to 70 percent of the capital
of most types of companies without special dispensation under the Foreign Capital Invest-
ment Law or by special Royal Decree. Amendments to the Law of Commercial Companies,
the Foreign Capital Investment Law, and the Engineering Consultancies Law among others
are expected in the first quarter of 2002. There is also considerable interest in permitting
non-Omanis to own real estate in the Sultanate and this will have a particular attraction to
U.A.E. nationals, as well as and to expatriates who can take advantage of double taxation
treaties. There may also be changes to the Commercial Agencies Law to permit foreign-
controlled Omani companies to act as agents and distributors.
Highlights in the project field included the withdrawal of the U.S. company Ogden
Yorkshire from the consortium that was negotiating the Muscat Wastewater Treatment
Concession. This is a huge project involving the construction of 2,000 kilometers of sewer
pipe, pumping stations, and treatment plants and has been subject to protracted negotiations
over more than seven years. The government has now gone back to the drawing board and
has issued a tender for an international consultant. It remains to be seen whether the Project
itself will be re-tendered.
There was a flurry of activity in the second quarter when various international consortia
were carrying out due diligence on the Seeb International and Salalah Airports. This is the
Middle East's first privatization of civilian airports and the concession was granted to a
consortium led by British Airports Authority. One of the main reasons for the privatization
was the perceived need for a new, privately financed terminal building at Seeb International
Airport. However, the projections for increases in tourist and transit traffic received a sharp
shock in the wake of September 1 Ith, which also had a material adverse effect on tourism
and hotel occupancy rates.
The summer saw the closing of the documentation for the privatization of the Salalah
Power System and the $233mm financing of a new gas-fired power station, which will be
fed by a new pipeline financed by a $41Omm facility for Oman Gas Company, which was
signed in 2000. The concession awarded to Dhofar Power Company is the Middle East's
first privatization of a vertically integrated electricity generation, transmission and distri-
bution system. PSEG is a major shareholder in Dhofar Power Company. Another U.S.
company, AES, is a leading shareholder in another privately held power company at Barka.
*Alastair Neale of the Said A] Shahry Law Office prepared the report on Oman.
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The privatization -of Oman Telecommunications Company ground to a halt in the sum-
mer, and it was rumored that only FranceTel had shown any interest. Merrill Lynch, which
was advising the Government, was not covered with garlands for its performance.
In September 2001 negotiations began in earnest for the creation of the Salalah Free
Zone, which will be, once completed, the largest in the Middle East by far, outstripping
Jebel Ali Free Zone in the United Arab Emirates. The Zone is to be developed next to the
Salalah Port Services site south of Salalah, which has quickly become one of the world's
Top 10 container transshipment terminals. Legal counsel rapidly identified that there were
major land issues, which had to be resolved, as the developers wanted the ability to grant
leases of up to ninety-nine years and the government was unwilling to grant a concession
for more than the customary thirty years maximum. There were also negotiations for the
creation of a satellite Free Zone at Salalah Airport. We expect the project to make progress
in 2002, following which two or three other Free Zones may be developed elsewhere in
the country.
Likewise, the Government has decided to privatize the Armed Forces' training colleges
and to combine them into one new institution which will service the needs of all three
branches of the Ministry of Defense, as well as offer places to citizens of other Middle East
countries on a PPI (Public Private Initiative) basis. This, again, will be a "first" for a Middle
Eastern country and should result in substantial cost-saxings as well as higher qualifications
for the trainees.
Finally, the $1.3 billion refinancing of Oman LNG, the largest industrial complex in
Oman, was signed on December 21, 2001. Due diligence had started in September but the
financing, including a possible $500 million bond issue, was put on hold in the aftermath
of September 11 th. When the financial markets stabilized, intense negotiations over three
weeks resulted in a surprisingly problem-free closing, with draw down expected in early
January 2002.
XIII. Pakistan*
The year 2001 has seen major efforts by the Government of Pakistan towards the de-
velopment of a stable economy with a well-functioning :nd regulated financial system. One
of the primary areas of concern was the lack of public trust in the Government as a result
of which investments were lower then expected. In an effort to encourage local and foreign
investment with a view to improving and expanding the economy of Pakistan, the President
of Pakistan promulgated a host of ordinances. Summarized below are the significant com-
mercial law developments in Pakistan in the year 2001.
A. LOCAL AND FOREIGN INVESTMENT REFORMS
1. Board of Investment Ordinance 2001
The law establishes a Board of Investment to promote, encourage, and facilitate local
and foreign investment in Pakistan. The Board shall comprise the President of Pakistan,
the Federal Minister in charge of the Division in which the investment is to be made, a Chair-
*Ahsan Zahir Rizvi and Hasan Anwar Rizvi prepared the report on Pakistan. Mr. Ahsan Rizvi is a partner
and Mr. Hasan Rizvi is a senior associate in the law firm of Rizvi, Isa & Hosain. For further information, please
contact Rizvi, Isa & Hosain through email at ric@cyber.net.pk or visit http://www.rihlaw.com.
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man, to be appointed by the Federal Government, and not less than seven ex-officio mem-
bers and non-official members.
The Board of Investment is primarily required to review national investment policies and
laws, propose any changes if needed, and to assist the Federal Government in the formu-
lation, co-ordination, and promotion of its investment policies. More specifically, it is re-
quired to appraise, evaluate, and process all proposals and projects received from investors,
to be placed before the Cabinet. It is also required to provide one-window facilities for all
services and utilities to investors by the concerned Federal and Provincial Governments.
The Board of Investment shall be assisted at a Provincial level by a Provincial Investment
Committee with a view to facilitate and promote local and foreign investment in the
Province.
2. Foreign Exchange Circular 12 dated 1.9.2001 Issued by the State Bank of Pakistan -
Investment Abroad by Pakistanis
The Circular states that residents of Pakistan including firms and companies to make
equity based investment (other than portfolio investment) in companies (whether incor-
porated or not)/joint ventures abroad on repatriable basis, with prior permission of State
Bank of Pakistan and subject to certain guidelines of which the more notable ones are that
(i) investment abroad is allowed only for those countries that allow repatriation of profits,
dividends and capital and (ii) only companies incorporated in Pakistan including foreign
controlled companies and firms owned by Pakistani Nationals resident in Pakistan will be
allowed investment under the scheme. Investors will be required to repatriate the dividend/
disinvestments proceeds of the shares (including capital gains) to Pakistan through normal
banking channels.
B. FINANCIAL SECTOR REFORMS
1. Income Tax Ordinance 2001
This law consolidates and amends the existing Income Tax Ordinance of 1979. The object
of the new tax law is to make structural changes for the effective recovery of taxes, and to
broaden the tax base and enhance the tax net so as to generate greater revenue for the
Government. The law came into force July 1, 2002.
2. Financial Institutions (Recovery of Finances) Ordinance 2001
This law provides for the speedy disposal of disputes between financial institutions and
their customers, which has repealed the previous Banking Companies (Recovery of Loans,
Advances, Credits and Finances) Act of 1977.
The law gives broad definitions for 'financial institutions' and 'finance' to facilitate banks
and other such institutions in recovering amounts due them from their customers. It vests
jurisdiction in Banking Courts, except for claims exceeding Rs. 50 million for which juris-
diction vests with the High Court.
The law requires a defendant to file a leave to defend (written statement) containing a
summary of the substantial questions of law and fact for which, in his opinion evidence
must be recorded. The Court may grant leave to defend if it is satisfied that substantial
questions of law and fact have in fact been raised and, for which evidence must be recorded.-
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Interestingly, the law allows the banks to charge the cost of funds from the date of default,
as certified by the State Bank of Pakistan.
Another important feature of this law is that it creates offences for dishonestly committing
breach, making fraudulent misrepresentations, and dishonestly alienating property in favor
of financial institutions. All offences are bailable, non-cognizable, and compoundable.
3. Foreign Currency Accounts (Protection) Ordinance 2001
This law is to protect foreign currency accounts by ensuring that no person holding a
foreign currency account is deprived of his right to hold or operate such an account. The
law also ensures that no holder of a foreign currency account can be restricted from lawfully
selling, withdrawing, remitting or transferring or using as security or taking out foreign
currency from Pakistan. For the purposes of this law a foreign currency account means an
account opened with an authorized dealer after May 28, 1998.
4. Microfinance Institutions Ordinance 2001
This law establishes and regulates microfinance institutions, requiring such institutions
to essentially provide microfinance services along with organizational and infrastructural
support to poor persons, especially women, for all sorts of economic activities with a view
to alleviate poverty. Under the law all microfinance institutions are to be licensed by the
State Bank of Pakistan and will be subject to investigation and inspection by the State Bank.
C. CORPORATE SECTOR REFORMS
I. Venture Capital Companies and Venture Capital Funds Rules, 2001 made by the Securities
and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP)
The rules aim to regulate the business of venture capital companies and venture capital
funds and require such companies to be licensed by the SECP, which will grant the license
on being satisfied that such a company would be in the public interest.
2. Listed Companies (Prohibition of Insider Trading) Guidelines 2001
These guidelines have been issued by the SECP with an aim to preventing any person
who is or has been at any time during the preceding six months associated with a company
listed on the stock exchange from dealing in the securities of such company on the basis of
any unpublished price sensitive information, communicating any unpublished price sensi-
tive information to any other person, or procuring any other person to deal in the securities
of such company on the basis of any unpublished price sensitive information.
3. Brokers and Agents Registration Rules 2001
The rules have been issued by the SECP to streamline the process of registration of
brokers and agents authorized to deal on the stock exchanges. The rules prescribe the
criteria of eligibility for registration and set out the provisions, which, if contravened, shall
entail suspension or cancellation of registration. The rules also lay down the code of conduct
that should be followed by the brokers and agents.
4. Stock Exchange Members (Inspection of Books and Record) Rules 2001
In order to safeguard the interests of the investors the SECP has formulated these rules,
which require a member of the stock exchange to maintain certain records and documents
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relating to its dealings on the stock exchange. The rules empower the SECP to order
inspection of books and records (required to be maintained by a member of the stock
exchange).
5. Members' Agents and Traders (Eligibility Standards) Rules 2001
The SECP has issued these rules to prescribe the criteria required to be fulfilled in order
for a person to be eligible for registration as an agent of a member of the stock exchange.
These rules seek to introduce a standard level of qualification for the agents.
6. Statutory Notification No 101(1)12001 dated February 15, 2001
In the interest of the capital markets the SECP has formulated regulations for the Karachi
Stock Exchange which require that the stock exchange shall have seven outside directors
to be appointed by the SECP in consultation with the exchange from amongst non-member
securities market experts, lawyers, chartered accountants, investment bankers, etc. In ad-
dition, there will be ten directors to be elected from amongst the members of the stock
exchange by the general body of the exchange. The Board of Directors shall appoint a
qualified and experienced person to act as the Managing Director.
7. Public Companies (Employees Stock Option Scheme) Rules 2001
The SECP has formulated these rules to prescribe parameters, which should be consid-
ered by public companies in formulation of their ESOP schemes. The rules set out the
provisions relating to the eligibility criteria of persons who can participate in such schemes,
the regulations for the administration and superintendence of the schemes, the pricing of
the options, and accounting policies for the schemes.
D. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY REFORMS
1. Trademarks Ordinance 2001
This law amends and consolidates the existing trademarks law. By virtue of this Ordinance
a new Section 2, the definitions section, and Section 132, the section under which the
Federal Government has to power to make rules, has come into force. The remaining law
will come into force on the date notified by the Federal Government in the Official Gazette.
XIV. Palestine*
The Palestinian National Authority (PNA), since 1994 led by the Ministry of Economy
and Trade (MET) and in full coordination with the Ministries of Finance and Justice and
in consultation with other concerned members of the executive, e.g., Ministry of Industry
or independent authorities, e.g., Palestine Monetary Authority, Investment Promotion
Agency and the Industrial Zones Authority has embarked on a Program of Commercial
and Financial Sector Legal Reform (Program).
The underlying policy to the reform is two main factors:
- Domestic Development and Regional/Global Integration
The Program has been designed to ensure the proper legal development that enhances,
supports and advances the economic and financial development of Palestine. The Program
takes into consideration the sensitivities and political concerns of Palestine both as an emerg-
*Hiba Husseini, a partner in the law firm Husseini & Dajani, prepared the report on Palestine.
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ing economy its competitive advantage vis-a-vis Egypt and Jordan, the region and the global
markets. Notwithstanding the political situation, Palestine continued to make advances to-
wards integrating its laws, legal system and participation in the world economy.
Harmonization between Gaza and the West Bank
Key to the development of the Palestinian economy is the harmonization between Gaza and
the West Bank laws. The legacy of various systems from the Ottoman phase to the peace
process in 1994 left historical residuals that had to be methodically addressed. The existing
system combines Islamic rules as codified in the Ottoman Code (Mejllah), Anglo-Saxon
English Common Law and French Civil Code principles, an amalgamation of Jordanian
legislation, and a rich tradition of customary practices. The complexity of legal reform arises
from the fact that over the last three centuries new legal principles were layered atop old
ones without any effort to resolve the philosophical and procedural discrepancies between
them, and new laws were promulgated that neither repealed nor superseded earlier laws
governing the same subject matter. Legislators, pay special attention to this matter.
To support its development and integration, Palestine has created a free-market regime
with privatized activities from the outset. With this critical decision, it has leaped to the
fore and partook in global trends. Key infrastructure privatized activities include the tele-
communications operations and services, securities exchange, power generation, water man-
agement, and industrial zones.
In 2001, Palestine launched the Palestinian Investment Promotion Agency, an indepen-
dent official agency as one stop shop to boost investments in the coming years. It has also
established a program to develop industrial zones and created the Palestinian Industrial
Zone Authority.
As to trade, Palestine has a hybrid trade regime with Israel consisting of both customs
union and free-trade area. Palestine participates in observer status at the World Trade
Organization.
Capital markets represented today by the Palestine Securities Exchange (PSE), a privately
held entity, play a critical role in channeling investments towards projects. Lending in
Palestine is conservative; the PSE is becoming an instrument for capital. There are no
restrictions on foreign investment at the PSE and investments are not subject to capital
gains tax. The PSE regulates Membership on the Stock Exchange, Clearing and Central
Securities Depository and listing of traded companies.
To stimulate the economy and to carry out the legal reform program, the following legal
instruments have been created.
A. INVEsTMENT LAw
Due to the national commitment of encouraging inve;tors and building a modem market
economy, the new Law on the Encouragement of Investment 1998 superseded the 1994
Law. The Law creates a system of guarantees to protect all investors, grants specific incen-
tives for projects creating or expanding economic activities in certain sectors, prohibits
discrimination against any investor on the basis of nationality, and prohibits expropriation
of investment. It offers a regime of incentives including exemption from income taxation
and customs duty. The income taxation exemption is a progressive rate as follows:
* Investments exceeding U.S.$5 million are granted an additional twenty-year period at the
rate of 10 percent.
* Any special investment in type and capital may be entitled to an additional twenty-year period
at the rate of 10 percent.
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* All investments will be exempt from income tax for the first five years.
* Exemptions below U.S.$1 million to U.S.$5 are granted an additional twelve-year period at
the rate of 10 percent.
Benefits include free transfers of foreign currency and freedom for repatriation of income
generated from investment in Palestine, investors may invest in any sector of the Palestine
economy under the free admission principle, confirmations are speedy and free involving
a smooth process for acquiring official approval, enterprises already benefiting from incen-
tives may be freely transferred to a new owner who can benefit from the same incentives.
B. TAXATION LAW
The PNA is concerned with creating a fair, simple, clear and non-arbitrary tax system
by establishing a tax regime intent on removing or reducing the unequal burdens on in-
dividuals and on companies. The PNA in March 1999 passed the income tax brackets
treating individuals and companies alike and assessing a rate of 20 percent. For companies,
this is a change from the 38.5 percent rate applicable prior to March. For individuals, this
is also a significant change as the bracket is a progressive one, from 5 percent to 20 percent,
versus the old regime, which was 5 percent to 48 percent. Dividends, gifts, capital gains,
and inheritance are not taxable in Palestine.
C. SECURITIES LAW
The Securities Law regulates the public offering of securities in Palestine, mutual funds
and other investment vehicles. The law provides rules for dealing in securities as well as
rules for the protection of securities holders, investors and the public from fraud, deceit
and unfair practices. The Law regulates public offering of securities, disclosure, and finan-
cial reporting.
D. CAPITAL MARKETS AUTHORITY LAW
The Capital Markets Authority establishes an autonomous governmental institution with
full legal personality to regulate the following non-banking-related financial institutions:
PSE, Clearing, Deposit and Settlement Center, Management Officers, Financial Advisers,
Other Securities Professionals, Securities Companies, Issuers, Custodians, Custody Ser-
vices, Major Holders, Public Offers, Tender Offers, Securities holders, Private Placements,
Institutional Placements, Underwriters, Collective Investment Schemes, Fund Administra-
tors, Fund Custodians, Fund Overseers, Fund Sponsors, Portfolio Managers, Offerors, In-
surance Agents, Insurance Brokers, Insurance Intermediaries, Insurance Companies and
other Insurance Dealers, Venture Capital Companies, Leasing Companies, and other non-
banking Financial Intermediaries. 41
E. BANKING LAW AND REGULATIONS
The Palestinian Monetary Authority Law (Central Bank), enacted in 1997, contains ex-
tensive provisions for the licensing and supervision of banks by the Central Banking Au-
45. Draft Capital Markets Authority Law.
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thority (PMA). The PMA Law regulates and licenses all banks, local and foreign alike. The
PMA supervises banking transactions and relations between banks as well as regulating
foreign currency exchange and setting financial and credit policies. A new banking law based
on international standards is being presently adopted.
F. LEASING LAW
The Leasing Law, to be enacted in 2001, will facilitate and expand lending. All leases of
more than one year, or that extend more than one year will be subject to registration. The
lessor/lessee have special obligations and warranties towards each other and the risk of loss
remains with the lessor.
G. COMPANY LAW
The new revised Company Law is expected to be enacted by the end of 2002. It eliminates
existing requirements for par value of the share and stated capital, and simplifies the in-
corporation procedures. Special features of the new law include: It harmonizes the regis-
tration and incorporation process, and it applies uniform fees to both the West Bank and
Gaza.
H. COMMERCIAL AGENCY LAW
The Commercial Agency Law passed in January 2000.46 The Law contains provisions
protecting the principal, the commercial agent/distributor, and the consumer. It is struc-
tured to be as efficient as necessary for the operation of a free market system in Palestine.
The law aims to unify the geographical areas of the West Bank and Gaza by making the
appointment of a commercial agent direct for one jurisdiction.
1st Commercial Agent:
1. Appointed by a manufacturer of products or supplier of services, i.e., the principal.
2. Can promote, distribute, or sell products or services of a principal in Palestine, and can
work for commission or profit.
3. Will become direct agent as the principal must appoint only one agent for Palestine.
4. Law applies to both a manufacturer and supplier of services outside or inside of Palestine.
5. Can appoint more than one sub-agent to sell, distribute and/or promote for profit or com-
mission the products or services for the commercial agent.
6. Warranties, direct or implied, given by the original supplier or manufacturer of the product
that the agent has undertaken to distribute or market must be provided to the consumer.
7. All agency agreements must be registered with the Commercial Agencies Registrar at the
Ministry of Economy and Trade. 47
XV. Qatar's New Foreign Investment Law No. 1.3 of the Year 2000*
Since becoming the Amir of Qatar in a bloodless coup on June 27, 1995, HH Hamad
bin Khalifa A-Thani has pursued an aggressive econonic and political agenda, seeking to
46. Law on Commercial Agents No. 2 of 2000.
47. Id.
*The Honorable Joseph Ghougassian prepared the report on Qatar. The Hon. Joseph Ghougassian, Ph.D.,
J.D. (1980) is with Arabian Gulf Consultants, Inc. in San Diego, CA. He was the U.S. Ambassador to Qatar
(1985-1989). He has assisted several American and European multinational corporations in doing business in
Qatar and the GCC, and has represented Qatari companies in international arbitration.
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make his nation one of the most progressive and market-oriented countries in the Middle
East. In the space of five years HH Hamad has privatized many public sectors. He has
attracted additional foreign capital. He has engaged in developing various local industries,
improving the country's infrastructures, and commencing new gas and petrochemical pro-
jects. More hotels have been built, and tourism is on the rise. He has improved the tele-
communications industry, the Doha Stock Market, and has achieved more economic growth
in these last five years than the earlier twenty-four years combined, following Qatar's in-
dependence on September 3, 1971.
On the political scene, HH Hamad has formed a committee to draft a new Constitution
that will reflect greater democratic rights to the people of Qatar. In a bold move, he has
established economic relations with Israel, and signed an economic/commercial cooperation
agreement with Tel Aviv. Also, he has granted the suffrage to women and opened the doors
for women to run for municipal elections.
On July 5, 2000, the Government of Qatar (GOQ) joined the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO), became a signatory of the Paris and Berne Conventions, and
amended its Law No. 2 5 to conform it to the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS).
Since then, the GOQ has increased its efforts to crackdown on piracy of software, movies
and entertainment cassettes, and adulterated pharmaceutical products.
In anticipation of the Fourth WTO Ministerial Conference in Doha, held from Novem-
ber 9-14, 2001, the GOQ enacted a new investment law on October 16, 2000. This long-
awaited foreign investment regulation is known as Law No. 13 of the Year 2000, on Or-
ganizing Investment of Foreign Capital in the State of Qatar.48
Of importance, Law No. 13 repeals many provisions of Law No. 25 (1990) Regulating
Non-Qatari Capital Investment. At the same time, the new investment Law No. 13 (2000)
weakens the requirement of Law No. 4 (1986) that a foreign investor appoint a local com-
mercial agent in order to do business in certain business areas in Qatar.
Law No. 13 (2000) gives the Minister of Finance, Economy and Commerce the respon-
sibility to implement, enforce and regulate the provisions of the new investment Law (art.
1), and to penalize a foreign investor for any infraction of the law (arts. 15-17).
Foreign Investment Capital may be provided in cash, in-kind consideration, or in valuable
rights such as licenses, trade marks and patents, which are duly registered with the Ministry
(art. 1).
Article 2(1), recapitulates Law No. 25, which allows foreign investors to invest in all
sectors of the national economy as long as they have a local partner(s) whose equity is 51
percent. For the first time, however, a foreign investor is now allowed 100 percent equity
ownership if the investment is in agriculture, industry, health, education, or tourism. Like-
wise, the law will permit 100 percent equity ownership if the foreign investor is willing to
pursue exploitation of natural resources or energy or mining, as long as the project will
make use of locally available raw materials, will be for export, will introduce a new product,
will transfer new technology, will indigenize international products, and will employ na-
tionals (art. 2(2)).
The Law prohibits foreign investment in banking, insurance, commercial agencies, pro-
curement, or purchase of real estate (art. 2(3)).
48. A copy of Law No. 13 (2000) can be obtained from the Ministry of Finance, Economy and Commerce,
P. 0. Box 22355, Doha, Qatar.
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The Law provides the following incentives to foreign investors: (1) tax exemption on the
capital invested for a period of ten years; (2) exemption from customs duties on imported
machinery and equipment; (3) exemption from customs duties on imported raw materials
and semi-processed materials not available in the local market (art. 7).
In Qatar there are no export duties.
Article 8 addresses the issue of expropriation. The law states that foreign investments
will not be subject, directly or indirectly, to expropriation unless in the interest of the public
good and appropriate compensation is promptly paid. Indemnification will be equivalent
to the actual economic value of the investment at the time of nationalization. Historically,
GOQ has never expropriated a foreign venture. Recalling the case of Shell and Dukhan
Services, this was a straight buyout in the mid-seventies, after lengthy and friendly nego-
tiations between the parties.
In keeping with its customs, practices and Islamic traditions the new Law No. 13 (2000)
permits full repatriation of the foreign capital and profits (art. 9), and the transfer of own-
ership to another foreign or local investor (art. 10).
Article 11 mandates arbitration, local or international, as the forum for settlement of
disputes. (GOQ is not a member of the International Center for the Settlement of Invest-
ment Disputes (ICSID) and is not a signatory to the New York Convention of 1958).
The Law prohibits activities that might pollute the environment, cause security or health
problems, or breach the peace, the order or the ethics of Qatar (art. 13).
A foreign investor found to have violated any of the provisions of Law No. 13, could be
fined up to QR 100,000 (equivalent to $27,400), should the investor fail to cure the defect
within three months from the date of the warning issued by the Ministry (arts. 15-16).
While this Law exists on the books, the Minister of Finance, Economy and Commerce
has still to issue the rules and regulations required implementing the provisions of the Law
No. 13 (2000).
GOQ, under the leadership of this Amir, remains very eager to attract foreign invest-
ments, and continues the policies of privatization in view of creating a favorable economic
climate to encourage participation of local and foreign investors in all sectors of the
economy.
XVI. Saudi Arabia*
There have been no significant legal or legislative developments in the Kingdom during
2001. Saudi Arabia continues to advance its strategy of reducing dependence on oil income
by supporting privatization of education, health service,, and infrastructure.
An anticipated weak oil market for 2002 should increase incentives to develop a broader
economic base, especially in light of the perennial high unemployment rate for young
Saudis, including college graduates. Generally high oil prices kept the budget in balance
through the third quarter of 2001.
A foreign contractor can now operate and contract with Government agencies without
the need to appoint a Saudi service agent. The Council of Ministers in its meeting of July
30, 2001 issued a decision canceling Royal Decree M2 of 1398H governing the relationship
*Ronald E. Pump prepared the report on Saudi Arabia. Mr. Pump is the Managing Attorney in the Law
Office of Mohamed Al-Sharif and is Of Counsel to the firm of Arter & Hadden.
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between a foreign contractor and its Saudi service agent with respect to contracts awarded
by Government agencies. As readers are aware, under this Royal Decree, appointment of
a Saudi agent was mandatory in respect of contracts awarded by Government agencies. The
maximum agent's commission permissible under this Decree was 5 percent. Article 14 of
the Saudi Official Standard Drafted Agency Agreement states: "Any disputes which arise
as result of this contract and which fail to be amicably resolved should be settled via arbi-
tration before a local arbitration authority or an international one as per the two parties'
agreement. [Allows for international arbitration]."
The tragic events of September 2001 seriously negatively impacted commercial matters
in the region, including the Kingdom, as business travel, investment, and commercial ac-
tivity declined in the wake of the insecurity caused by the war against terrorism. Although
final statistics for the calendar year were not yet available at the time of this writing, it is
believed that the budget will show a slight deficit of $6.7 billion. Approximately $14 billion
was repatriated to the Kingdom from abroad, partly out of concern that accounts might be
frozen by the U.S. Treasury Department.
The new investment law and regulations greatly heightened expectations and it has been
reported that $9 billion of direct foreign investment occurred in 2000. 49 Much of this
investment has been in light manufacturing such as appliances and downstream petroleum
ventures. Resultant efforts to streamline investment by the Saudi Arabian General Invest-
ment Authority (SAGIA) have generally been well received, although continued uncertainty
and delay do occasionally occur. SAGIA has reported that over 5,000 projects worth SR 35
billion have been awarded. High-profile seminars discussing the new investment region
have been conducted in the United States, Europe and Asia. The negative list of sectors
reserved to Saudis is expected to be shortened due to WTO considerations.
The much-heralded Saudi Gas Initiative, which is expected to attract $25 billion in for-
eign investment and create employment over several years, is progressing as the multi-
national oil firms, which won concessions in 2001 submitted their operating plans to the
Supreme Petroleum Council led by HRH Prince Saud. The Initiative has led to some
preliminary activity in consulting, construction and gas field services.
In the legislative area, much was expected in 2001, including capital markets and insur-
ance laws. Draft legislation is awaiting further study at the Shoura Council and is expected
to be released in the next several months. Additionally, some twenty-nine pieces of legis-
lation required to meet Saudi Arabia's WTO obligations remain under study and have not
been released. The Kingdom's unwillingness to discuss the proposed legislation with the
United States is rumored to be one of the causes of the failure to complete the negotiations
before the Doha summit.
In the field of telecommunications the new law is expected to eventually privatize the
Saudi Telecommunication Company and permit limited competition in such areas as mobile
telephony. A new independent Saudi regulatory authority is also being created.
Customs duties continue to be decreased unilaterally and within GCC efforts to adopt a
common tariff scheme of 5 percent in 2003. However, there is a list of over 150 items
exempted from the lower tariffs.
The Saudi Ministry of Defense, focusing instead on fiscal restraint, balancing the budget,
and paying down the large internal debt has not made major expenditures in the all im-
49. ARAB NEWS, Oct. 10, 2002, at 2.
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portant defense sector. Failure to get new contracts, as well as Saudization, may lead to
additional departures of major Western defense contractors from the Kingdom. Further
cuts in defense spending are anticipated in the 2002 budget. It is also reported that some
defense functions will be transferred to other Gulf States such as Qatar and Bahrain, which
appear more hospitable to an American military preseace.
Pre-privatization leg,! analysis is underway for the electricity sector as the state monopoly
(SCECO) has been transferred into the semi-private Saudi Electricity Company. Govern-
mental intervention in the rate structure continues to cloud the regulatory environment
causing investment uncertainty. The privatization of the national airline Saudi Arabian
Airlines has also been under study.
The Saudi government remains ostensibly committed to its economic reform program
focused on foreign investment in gas and non-petroleum industries, privatization and tour-
ism promotion, which is designed to promote private sector expansion and employment.
Key reforms instituted in 2001 include the establishment of the Saudi Telecommunica-
tion Authority as the independent telecom (STC) regulator, the Electricity Service Regu-
latory Authority as the independent regulator of the Saudi Electricity Company, and the
accelerated tariff harmonization and reduction (from 2005 to 2003).
The availability of mortgages and changes in the Zakah should encourage the develop-
ment of unimproved real estate, injecting as much as $700 billion into the local economy.
Zoning regulations requiring businesses to relocate from residential areas into office towers
should spark investment in the building construction sector.
In addition to the sectors noted above, we should expect additional liberalization pressure
in key areas of railroads, postal services, port services, water desalinization, and mining,
which are notoriously inefficient.
Other areas of anticipated legal reform include establishment of commercial entities,
agencies, labor mobility, competition, and consumer protection, WTO accession negotia-
tions are expected to continue with responsibility resting with H.R.H Prince Naif, the
Minister of Interior.
New legislation was issued on the status of lawyers, including rules governing conflicts
of interest and on criminal procedure guaranteeing greater rights to legal representation.
XVII. Sudan*
According to the Sudanese Civil Procedures Law of 2001, the Sudanese judicial hierarchy
consists of the following courts:
1. District Court of Third Instance;
2. District Court of Second Instance;
3. District Court of First Instance;
4. Province Courts (Appellate jurisdiction);
5. Court of Appeal (per state);
6. The Supreme Court. °
With reference to jurisdiction, legal specialization does not exist. For instance, District
courts of Third Instance have jurisdiction over criminal, commercial and personal claims.-
*Faisal Mi Suleiman prepared the report on Sudan. Faisal Ali Suleiman is a graduate of Khartoum University
Faculty of Law and a Senior Associate at the United Law Firm in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
50. Sudanese Civil Procedures Law of 2001.
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Accordingly, there are no Sudanese courts with exclusive jurisdiction in commercial claims,
and consequently the courts lack specialized knowledge. All courts apply federal law only.
District courts of Third, Second and First Instance, province courts, and courts of appeal
exist in most Sudanese states. The Supreme Court is located in Khartoum, and its primary
jurisdiction is to review decisions issued by lower courts. With respect to commercial laws,
the present Company Law enacted in 1925 by the British Administration will be amended.
According to a statement issued by the Minister of Finance and National Economy, the
aforesaid law will be abolished and replaced by a new Company Law in the coming months.
The suggested law would take into consideration economic developments brought by pri-
vatization and liberalization policies adopted by the Sudanese government. The Civil Trans-
actions Act of 1984, which is still in force, contains different commercial laws such as laws
of contract, law of agency, insurance law, etc.
The Investment Act of 2000 provides investors with the following benefits:
1. Tax exemption for five years;
2. Export duties exemption for each project;
3. Free transfer of capital;
4. Other governmental facilities such as reduction of land registration fees, electricity charges,
etc."'
In order to obtain the abovementioned facilities, investors should satisfy specific financial
and administrative requirements determined by the General Investment Authority and
Khartoum Exchange Market.
According to the abovementioned official statement, a new law would be enacted in order
to cancel state protected monopolies given to public companies owned by the regime's
supporters.
The Sudan Law Journal and Report, which was issued annually in the past (in Arabic and
English) by the Technical Bureau Office - Sudan Judiciary, is not published today and the
last SJ.L.R was issued in 1996. The absence of such a vital periodical leaves serious legal
ambiguity with respect to legal principles and precedents adopted by the Supreme Court,
with respect to present commercial disputes.
A. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS IN SUDAN IN ACCORDANCE WITH OFFICIAL
GOVERNMENT PRONOUNCEMENTS
According to a statement made by Abd AL Rahim Hamdi, the Sudanese Minister of




The government has focused on providing civil services, such as education, healthcare, elec-
tricity, irrigation, etc. Forty power stations and 250 water stations have already been con-
structed throughout different states. Also, the government has contracted with China, Thai-
land, and Malaysia to construct bigger power stations. It is worth mentioning that the power
projects in Sudan receive significant financial support from the World Bank.
(ii) Economic axis:
51. Investment Act of 2000.
52. KHARTOUM NEWSPAPER No. 2898, Jan. 1, 2002, at 7.
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In order to promote economic growth, the government has adopted two difficult policies,
namely, self-reliance policy and privatization and liberalization policy. The proper execution
of such policies has succeeded in enhancing the agricultural sector, which employs about
70 percent of the population, attracting foreign investors, including Islamic and Arab funds by
reducing taxes and tariff duties, reducing the inflation rate from 166 percent to less than 7
percent and keeping currency prices stable. It should be noted that adopting and executing
such policies have accelerated social phenomena such as poverty, unemployment, and home-
lessness.
On the local level, the Minister declared that many public companies, institutions, and
departments including Sudan Airlines would be privatized, a new company law and a law for
restricting monopolies would be enacted soon, and that registration fees relating to land and
export duties relating to livestock wealth have already been reduced.
On the international level, the Minister declared that after the September 11 th attacks on
the United States the government exploited the international circumstances and started direct
talks with the United States in order to lift the sanctions imposed on Sudan. Also, according
to the new program of 2002, the International Monetary Fund has agreed to reduce payments
relating to Sudan's external debts and ratifying the new monetary program.
(iii) Security axis:
In the year 2000 Sudan had witnessed the strongest attempt by the SPLA to penetrate the
oil areas, politically by ordering the government to stop producing oil and militarily by at-
tacking Raja and the oil areas direcdy. The government: had successfully executed this axis by
expelling the rebels from the oil areas and raising the oil production to 230,000 barrels a day.
B. ECONOMIc DEVELOPMENTS IN SUDAN: AN OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS
1. Economic and Legal Background
Despite the fact that Sudan is the largest country in Africa (occupying about one million
square miles ranging from desert plains, savannah forests to equatorial jungles, crossed by
the great river Nile) with abundant natural resources, and even though Sudan was the first
country in Africa to gain independence after World War II, the Sudanese economy suffers
from various chronic crises such as unemployment, low productivity, budget deficit, heavy
taxation, high inflation, and huge external debt. These crises are attributed to misallocation
of natural resources and human resources alike. The roots of economic crises in Sudan can
be traced back to the ex-military regimes, but these crises have been dangerously accelerated
by the advent of the present military regime for the following reasons:
* Pro-Arab and pro-Islam policies adopted by the regime have deepened the racial, religious
and cultural tensions in a multiracial, multi-religious and multicultural country. Such policies
have led to complicated security problems and accelerated the war in the south and the Nuba
Mountains, which cost the country millions of lives and billions of dollars.
* The imposition of the state of emergency, elimination of civil and political rights, lack of the
rule of law and absence of transparent laws, independent judiciary and free press have min-
imized transparency and maximized deep uncertainties among local and foreign investors
alike.
* State-protected monopolies over basic businesses given to public companies owned by the
elite class namely the Muslim Brothers have led to absence of competition, which has a
destabilizing backlash on economic activities.
* Discouragement of international trade through imposing heavy import duties has led to a
serious decrease in the total national income.
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* The huge administrative body created by the government to sustain its power and wealth,
namely the vast armies of administrators and social defence forces imposes a large fiscal
burden on the public budget.
* The concentration of development projects in Khartoum and Gazaira states located in the
central Sudan, has raised great dissatisfaction among the Western, Eastern, Southern and
Northern states.
* Thousands of qualified employees have lost their jobs due to an organized governmental
campaign called "dismissal for public interest" (a means used by the government to get rid
of its political opponents). This campaign has led to administrative sabotage and brain drain
to the Gulf-States, Europe, the United States, and even Australia.
* Suspicious links between the regime and many radical Islamic groups like al Qaeda Net have
led to international isolation and economic sanctions which undoubtedly affect the internal
economic situations.
* Privatization and liberalization measures have been accompanied by serious corruptive prac-
tices such as selling the Bank of Khartoum to some governmental institutions and the Bank
of Financial Investment, which was managed by Abd Al Rahim Handi himself before being
appointed as the Minister of Finance and National Economy.5' Another example is the li-
quidation of fictitious companies like "Tram Company.
5 1
* Pursuing unscientific educational policies, which marginalize science, mathematics, English,
and other modern skills have led to a gap between education and social development.
* Pursuing of discriminatory policies against women such as barring women from serving as
judges, and the decision made by Khartoum ex-Mayor Majzoob Al Khalifa that bans women
from working at petrol stations, deprives half the population from participating effectively
in production and public affairs.
* Levy of heavy taxes as well as Zakat (Islamic tax) with respect to all businesses has led to
internal economic paralysis.
* Oil proceeds have been exploited by the regime to back its military machine in order to
continue its war in the south.
* Sudanese Company Law of 1925, which was enacted by the British Administration, and the
Investment Law of 2000, which provides the investment companies whether local or foreign
with a tax holiday for five years, import duties exemption for each project and other govern-
mental facilities, which satisfy certain requirements determined by the General Investment
Authority and Khartoum Exchange Market have been largely exploited by the regime to
sustain its own economic interests as well as its supporters' interests.
* Article (179) of the Sudanese Criminal Law of 1991 detains persons convicted of bad check
offenses for unlimited terms until the check is paid. This illogical oppression has led to tragic
situations. Recently the Ministry of Interior has issued a statement indicating that five pris-
oners have been killed, twenty-three have been injured during violent clashes in Koper (the
largest prison in Sudan located in Khartoum Bahni). The clashes resulted from a hunger
strike and some demands including a demand for revoking Article (179) mentioned above."
* Despite speaking about a self-reliance policy, all of the economic slogans adopted by the
military regime such as (let's eat from what we produce) (let's wear from what we manufac-
ture) have proved to be a great disappointment. In his abovementioned statement, the Min-
ister of Finance admits that Sudan receives considerable financial support from the World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund and has agreed upon a new monetary program.
Recently the United States has concluded the Nuba Mountains Agreement in order to pro-
vide food to starving people who live in that area, and according to Tarik Al Gondi, Head
53. KHARTOUM NEWSPAPER No. 2905, Jan. 10, 2002, at 5.
54. KHARTOUM NEWSPAPER No. 2894, Dec. 27, 2001, at 4.
55. KHJARTOUM NEWSPAPER No. 2904, Jan. 9, 2002, at 3.
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of Emergency Administration of the World Food Program in Sudan, "Sudan and Afghanistan
are the first countries in the world to receive humanitarian aid due to the continuing wars.
5 6
Despite talking about economic achievements not supported by any reliable statistics, the
present economic situation in Sudan is going from bad to worse. Instead of reducing its
public spending, the government has increased the oil price by 2 5 % and utility charges have
been increased. This measure was rejected even by the labor union dominated by government
supporters. 7 The biggest agricultural projects in Sudan, namely, the Al Gazeera project and
the Al Rahad project have already collapsed due to poor management. Thousands of em-
ployees and workers have lost their jobs due to improper application of privatization and
liberalization policies. As admitted by the Minister of Education, thousands of teachers in
seven Sudanese states have gone on strike as the local governments failed to pay their salaries
for more than three months." The standard of living in Sudan is declining. Over 90% of
Sudanese people live below the poverty line. Big cities like Port Sudan in the East and Al-
Obaid in the West suffer from drought; millions of people in all parts of Sudan suffer from
malnutrition, starvation and even famine. In every Sudanese state including Khartoum state
the majority of the people suffer from lack of health care, educational services, and face
serious environmental problems accelerated by desertification, wars, and administrative
chaos.
Due to heavy internal and external pressures the government began speaking about economic
and political reforms. For example, the Minister of Finance and National Economy advocated
a law for eliminating the monopoly; the Minister of Education began speaking about amend-
ing the curriculum. The President himself began talking about restoring a new democracy;5 9
and the Head of the Administrative Control Committee at the National Council declared
that crimes against public welfare have accelerated due to the establishment of a huge ad-
ministrative system with twenty-six governments in twenty-six states and a general environ-
ment of politicization and official corruption.
60
C. CONCLUSION
It is self-evident that economic phenomena cannot be separated from the political phe-
nomena. In the absence of rule of the law, separation of powers, freedom of press, trans-
parent laws, and independent judiciary no economic growth or successful investment can
be achieved in any country. Accordingly, if the Sudanese government is serious about mak-
ing quick and effective advances in integrating the Sudanese economy into the world trading
system major economic, legal, and political measures will be required.
XVIII. Syria*
Since his accession to power in July 2000 President Bachar Al Assad has promulgated a
considerable number of laws and legislative decrees to set up the choice of modernization
announced early 2001.
56. KHARTOUM NEWSPAPER No. 2905,Jan. 10, 2002, at 4.
57. KHARTOUM NEWSPAPER No. 2903,Jan. 8, 2002, at 1.
58. KHARTOUM NEWSPAPER No. 2906, Jan. 12, 2002, at 3.
59. KHARTOUM NEWSPAPER No. 2898, Jan. 1, 2002, at 1.
60. KHARTOuM NEWSPAPER No. 2906, Jan. 12, 2002, at 4.
*Ryad Ghali, Attorney at Law, Damascus, prepared the report on Syria.
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A. LAW ON LEASES OF REAL ESTATES
A major development in 2001 was the promulgation of the Law No. 6, which came into
force on February 15, 2001. Up until this time, the agreements were concluded for inde-
terminate periods in the sole favor of the leaseholder. Rents were blocked and the State
employees, if landlords, were protected by certain privileges against the indeterminate pe-
riod of the lease agreement.
The new Law has abolished the privileges for the future and submitted the agreements
to the principal of freedom of contract. Lease agreements concluded before the promul-
gation of the new Law cannot be terminated, but the rent stipulated can be reviewed.
B. BANKING AND FINANCE
In the course of the trend of liberalization initiated in 2000, after forty years of State
monopoly of the banking sector, Ministerial Decision No. 793 came into force on May 24,
2000, which authorized the installation of private banks in the Free Zones with restrictive
activities limited to clients having interests in the Free Zones. Accordingly, six foreign banks
operate in the Free Zones in addition to the State owned Commercial Bank of Syria.
In 2001, a new Law No. 28 was issued on April 16, 2001 allowing complete introduction
of private banks to the interior of Syrian territory. But, under Article 28 of that Law, the
Minister of Economy and Foreign Trade must issue the rules of application governing the
activities of those banks.
The mentioned rules of application were not issued up to now, which delay the imple-
mentation of the Law and the effective installation of the foreign banks.
All banks wishing to perform activities in Syria under the new law must now be estab-
lished as joint stock and obtain a license from the Council of Ministers.
Except the shares held by the State-owned entities, all shares must be nominative and
negotiable. The State-owned entities can have a participation of 25 percent of the capital.
Under Article 2 of the new Law, the Council of Ministers may authorize foreign indi-
viduals or corporations to own up to 49 percent of the shares, such shares must be paid in
foreign currencies.
The license is allowed by the Council of Ministers upon a positive report of the Central
Bank, which must take into consideration the bank's reputation and ability and also the
imperatives of the domestic banking sector.
Licensed banks must have capital not less than U.S.$30 million and have 10 percent of
the capital deposited in a blocked account with the Central Bank; the amount remains a
part of its assets and will be released at the end of the activity.
Income tax is fixed at the rate of 25 percent and banks are exempted from the application
of the Exchange Control imposed by the provisions of Decree No. 6 of April 22, 2000.
C. BANK SECRECY
A new Law on bank secrecy, No. 29, came into force on March 18, 2001 and imposed
upon all banks the respect of the professional secrecy. A penalty has been introduced in-
cluding imprisonment of not more than one year on any person who divulges or attempts
to divulge any information about the bank's clients or their assets, deposits or records.
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D. RATIFICATION OF INTERNATIONAL TREATIES
Syria ratified in 2001 several international treaties on Maritime Law:
Convention of Hamburg of March, 31, 1978 on International Carriage of Goods by Sea,
ratified by legislative decree No. 46 of September 6, 2001
* Convention of London on Salvage of November 1, 1974, ratified by legislative decree No.
34 of August 13, 2001
* Convention of London on Arrest of Ships, dated March 12, 1999, ratified by legislative decree
No. 29 of 1 August 2001
* Convention of Geneva of April 29, 1958 on Fishing and Safeguard of Living Resources on
High Seas, ratified by decree No. 33 of 13 August 2001
E. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
A law on copyright, No. 50, came into force on September 21, 2001 and replaces the
legislative degree No. 53 of October 8, 1949. The sphere of application of the new Law is
restricted to Syrian authors, Syrian residents publishing their works in Syria, and to works
covered by cultural or other treaties ratified by Syria.
The Law operates as a distinction between the moral and financial rights of the authors
and extends the protection period of the financial right to fifty years after the author's
death; or, the date of death of latest author in case of collective work.
A special board has been instituted with the Ministry of Culture in order to register and
protect the intellectual properties and several penalties have been introduced (imprisonment
from months to two years and/or a fine of 100 000 S.P.) in the case of circulation and
possession of non-original and illegal products.
XIX. Tunisia*
Tunisia has followed a liberal economic policy since 1986 in the view of integrating its
economy into the world trading system.
In 2001, Tunisia accordingly adopted a new telecommunication system and several in-
novations have notably been announced in the financial field and in the intellectual property
field.
A. TUNISIAN TELECOM REGULATIONS
In January 2001, Tunisia established a new code of Telecommunication, organized on
the following principles:
* The right of access to the telecom services for every citizens, the right to chose its service
provider;
* Set up of the Free Competition for the Telecoms;
* The authorization to operate as telecom service provider is issued by the Ministry of Tele-
communication (except in the case of the public network) based on a schedule of conditions
approved by Decree;
* The obligations of Telecom service Providers are simplified.
*Dr. Fathi Kemicha prepared the report on Tunisia. Fathi Kemicha is one of the Arab world's leading
international lawyers. He is a member of the International Law Commission of the United Nations and Of
Counsel, Winston and Strawn.
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In addition, it has established two agencies:
* The National Agency for Frequencies is in charge of the radio electric frequencies, the setting
of the national plan of the frequencies, the control of their utilization, and their registration
before the competent international authorities;
* The Telecommunications National Authority has the authority of regulation and orientation
in the field of Telecommunications. It is also competent to issue an opinion on the tarifica-
tions and on the services provided, to control the respect of the service provider's obligations
and to look into the disputes concerning the setting and the operations of the service
providers.
B. REGULATIONS OF MUTUAL FUNDS
Tunisia followed several years of efforts to update and simplify the financial investment
regulations by abrogating some old laws.
A new law reorganized the regulation of the private equity and mutual funds.
C. INVESTMENT LAW
Two new articles offer opportunities to benefit from State subsidies in the following cases:
* Investments that aim at saving water and/or at developing the research of new natural water.
* Investments in education, and/or vocational training fields.
D. CORPORATE LAW
The legal concept of "group of companies" has been defined as follows:
A group of companies, where each one has its own juristic personality, but all of them are
linked by a mutual interest, and in the name of such interest, one of them (the mother-
company) keeps the others under its management legally or in facts, and controls the others
by an unity of decision.61
E. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
1. Trademark Law
This year Tunisia issued a new Trademark Law, which reformed the old one, dated 1889.
The law is composed of sixty-nine articles, and notably authorizes the owner of a registered
trademark to request the Custom Department to block products in case of serious doubt
of counterfeit.
2. Utility Models and Design Law
This law abrogates an old Decree of 1911, which regulated this field.
The creator of a design enjoys an exclusive right on it for a period of five, ten, or fifteen
years up to its decision. Registration of a design or model is deemed as an evidence of
ownership.
61. Corporate law source on file with author.
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F. CREDIT INSTITUTION
The Law deems as a Credit Institution any juristic person, which carries on bank opera-
tions as main occupation.
The law gives the Rules and Regulations of the bank operations, and the control by the
Central Bank.
G. FINANcE LAW
The Finance Law of 2001 is in line with several years of efforts to update the economic
strategies and the tax policy.
62
(1) Income Tax and Corporate Tax
* Tax Exemption for leasing companies;
* Tax Exemption for any investment in the IT, Communications and New Technology
fields.
(2) VAT
A reduced VAT of 10 percent is assessed on Internet service providers
(3) International brokerage is favored with a 50 percent deduction of the turnover for the first
ten years as soon as the profit is transferred to a Tunisian bank account.
(4) Set up of integrated profit tax: any "parent company," which controls directly or indirectly
95 percent of other companies can decide to be subject to corporate tax on its own turnover
and the turnover of the others.
XX. Turkey*
In 2001, Turkey continued its pursuit of membership in the European Union (EU) and
financial aid from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) to help restore its ailing econ-
omy. Turkey also continued to experience the reality that EU membership and IMF money
are not free, as numerous legal reforms were made at the behest of these bodies. The
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development's (OECD) 2001 Structural Re-
form Program for Turkey summed up the needed reforms as involving "public divestiture
of productive assets and a withdrawal of subsidies and administrative guidance in favor of
market signals to allocate resources. '63 The main sectors undergoing restructuring along
these lines in 2001 were banking, communications, agriculture and energy.
A. BANKING
The Banks Law was amended for the second time in two years to bring the Turkish
banking sector closer to EU standards."4 Under the law, more than a dozen banks with ties
to political parties or factions have been sold, taken over or merged. 61
62. Finance Law of 2000.
*The report on Turkey was prepared by David W. Jordan.
63. "The Structural Reform Programme," OECD ECONOMIC SURVEYS -TURKEY, Feb. 1, 2001, at95,avail-
able at http://www.oecd.org/pdf/MOOOOI000/M00001027.pdf (last visited July 14, 2002).
64. Turkey: Banking Reforms Bring Turkey Closer to International Standards, INT'L FIN. L. REV. 62-3, July 1,
2001 [hereinafter Turkey].
65. Ernest S. McCrary, Turkey's Economy Looks fir Daylight, GLOBAL FIN. 106, Oct. 1, 2001.
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Reforms have been initiated in each of the three types of banks in Turkey:
State-run banks. The management of certain troubled state banks has been handed over to
a joint board of directors consisting of professional bankers who have worked mainly for
private-sector banks. The board has been authorized to restructure the banks and prepare
them for privatization. 6
SDIF-run banks. The new law clarifies the authority of the Savings Deposits Insurance Fund
(SDIF) over problem banks that have been transferred to it. Bad debts of these banks will be
managed by the newly established Asset Management Unit, which is empowered to value assets
and reclaim the banks' debts, often skipping lengthy court cases. 67
Private banks. The Banking Regulatory and Supervisory Authority is now reaching agree-
ments with private banks to increase capital reserves and carry out restructuring plans. These
banks are required to reduce their investments in political and other non-financial entities.
The new law allows the government to recoup losses from private banks by seizing the assets
of the banks' owners. 6 s
The Banks Law is considered the backbone of the new economic czar Kemal Dervis'
plan to shore up the Turkish economy.69 The most recent collapse of the Turkish lira in
February 2001 is attributed, in part, to the beleaguered banking system. 0
The country's "serious" banks are expected to emerge stronger under the new law, which
should result in investment by more foreign partners. At present, foreign banks have only
a 5-6 percent share of the Turkish market.7'
B. COMMUNICATIONS
The government agreed to privatize Turk Telekom, the state telecommunications com-
pany. 2 The Telekom law limits foreign ownership of the company to forty-five percent and
gives the government the power to veto strategic decisions." Turkey's military establish-
ment, which relies on Telekom for its own communications, had warned against selling a
majority share to foreigners.14 For the time being, a professional board will oversee Telekom
and prepare the overstaffed utility for privatization."
Telekom's monopoly in telephone services will be lifted by December 2003, and the
Telecommunications Authority will have the authority to grant licenses to newcomers,
which may obtain the right to use existing service providers' networks for a fee.76
66. Metin Demirsar, Drama Becomes a Crisis (Turkey), THE BANKER 50, May 1, 2001.
67. See Turkey, supra note 64, at 63; see Susan Fraser, Turkey Parliament OKs Key Bank Laws, AP ONLINE,
May 12, 2001.
68. See Demirsar, supra note 66, at 50.
69. See McCrary, supra note 65, at 106.
70. Id.
71. Id.




76. Turkish President Approves Telecom Privatization Law, BBC MONITORING (Source: ANATOLIA NEWS
AGENCY) (May 23, 2001); Leyla Boulton, Survey - Turkey - Regulator Will Need to Marshal All His Skills, FIN.
TiMEs, July 13, 2001.
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C. AGRICULTURE
Turkey approved a law to facilitate privatization of their sugar industry." The law estab-
lishes a quota for all sugar producers and reduces huge government subsidies to the sector."0
The government operated Sugar Corporation, which owns or operates twenty-seven of the
thirty beet crushing facilities in the country, will be privatized. 9 U.S. and other government
officials expressed concern about the quotas, which could threaten foreign investments in
the sugar sector.80 Implementation of the law will be delayed until a Sugar Board is estab-
lished; the Board will determine quota levels for sugar beet and starch-based sugar
producers.8'
A bill to open the tobacco market to competition and to privatize the state-run Spirit
and Tobacco Administration (TEKEL) passed Parliament but was vetoed by Turkey's Pres-
ident.82 President Sezer said the bill would allow foreign cigarette companies to monopolize
the market, and otherwise the bill failed to protect the interests of Turkey's tobacco pro-
ducers." At the end of 2001, Parliament had resumed consideration of the tobacco bill,
which would become law if approved again without amendment.8 4 A new tobacco law is
critical to continued IMF funding in 2002.85
D. ENERGY
Turkey enacted laws to deregulate the natural gas and electricity markets. The natural
gas law will end state-run Botas' monopoly on gas trading and transportation within a
transition period of up to eighteen monthso8 Under the law, Botas must reduce its market
share of gas imports by 10 percent per year through 2009, when its market share is to be
no greater than 20 percent. Until that time, Botas may not sign any new supply contracts. 87
The newly established Energy Market Regulatory Board will screen applicants that seek to
vie for gas import licenses. 8 The law permits domestic and foreign companies to enter the
gas sector.89 The law further requires Botas to sell its two gas distribution systems in the
cities of Bursa and Eskisehir.9°
The new electricity market law opens the power indusstry to competition in early 2003.91
Licenses to private companies will run from ten to forty-nine years. 92 The Energy Market





82. Turkey: Committee Approves Tobacco Law Vetoed By President; TEKEL to Privatize, WORLD NEWS CON-
NECTION, Nov. 22, 2001.
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July 6, 2001.
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NECTION, Nov. 22, 2001.
85. Turkey to Pass IMF - Backed Reforms by Jan 15-Govt., REUTERS ENGLISH NEWS SERVICE, Dec. 24, 2001.
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Regulatory Board will oversee restructuring in the electricity market as well as the natural
gas market.9
E. OTHER DEVELOPMENTS
In developments affecting the legal profession in Turkey, the Turkish government passed
a law giving formal approval to foreign law firms offering international legal advice in the
country.94 In practice, foreign firms have provided such advice for years with the tacit ap-
proval of government authorities.9"
In a move to limit advertising by members of the Turkish Bar, the Turkish government
banned a host of practices by members of the legal profession that could be considered
"advertising."96 The content of signs outside offices, letterhead stationery and business cards
are all now subject to regulation. Contacts with the media and setting up firm Web sites
are now regulated as well. 97
F. CONCLUSION
As 2001 drew to a close, the IMF gave tentative approval to Turkey's bid for another $10
billion in assistance.9 The funding is contingent on progress being made in overhauling
the system of state tenders, which has been plagued by corruption. 99 Funding also depends
on passage of a tobacco law to cut subsidies while opening the market to foreign investment,
and changes in banking laws that regulate borrowing by the manufacturing sector 0°
Meanwhile, at the EU's December summit, Turkey was put on equal footing with other
candidate countries for the next wave of EU enlargement in 2004.101 Just one month earlier,
a European Commission report said that Turkey had not made the necessary political and
economic reforms needed to start negotiations.'02
The pace of legal reforms undertaken in the past few years is only expected to quicken
in 2002 as the prospect of EU membership becomes more real and the need for IMF cash
continues.
XXI. United Arab Emirates*
A. BANKING AND FINANCE
In July, Emirates Airlines launched a Dhs750 million ($204.3 million) bond to finance
92. Turkey Adopts Law on New Structure, Competition in Electricity Market, BBC MONITORING (Source: An-
atolia News Agency), Feb. 20, 2001.
93. Turkey Energy Laws Good for Power, Gas Mkts - Indus Group, Dow JONES ENERGY SERVICE, Dec. 20,
2001.
94. Turkish Government Posses Law to Formally Accept Foreign Firms, THE LAWYER, Sept. 17, 2001.
95. Id.
96. Lawyers to Get Code of Ethics: Turkish Bar Association Advertising Law Directive Published in Official Gazette
Gives Ethical Guidelines for Lawyers, TURKISH DAILY NEWS, Nov. 15, 2001.
97. Id.
98. Turkey to Pass IMF - Backed Reforms by Ian 1 S-Govt., REUTERS ENGLISH NEWS SERVICE, Dec. 24, 2001.
99. Id.
100. Id.
101. Turkey Delighted with Developments at EU's Laeken Summit, AGENCE FR.-PRESSE, Dec. 16, 2001.
102. Id.
Essam AI-Tamimi prepared the report on the United Arab Emirates.
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its expansion and broaden its funding base. The bond was issued in the form of a Floating
Rate Note (FRN) and carries a five-year maturity. It has been listed on the Dubai Financial
Market. The issue is being lead managed and underwritten by HSBC Bank Middle East,
National Bank of Abu Dhabi, Emirates Bank Group and the National Bank of Dubai.
Emirates Airlines is the first corporation in the UAE to raise finance directly from investors
in this way. Following the launch, Emirates retained Dhsl.5 billion, double the launch
amount.
The development of the bond market in the Emirates should encourage companies seek-
ing an alternative method of financing to issue bonds to fund their current business needs
and finance expansions.
In October, the Council of Ministers of the UAE promulgated and approved a law making
money laundering illegal in the State. The UAE anti-money Laundering Law makes the
act of laundering money illegal and requires the adoption of measures to enable the tracing,
freezing and confiscation of the proceeds of money laundering; cooperation with other
countries in identifying, tracing, freezing and seizing those assets; and, ensuring that bank,
financial or commercial records are available to investigators, notwithstanding bank secrecy.
The UAE began its efforts to comply with the international crackdown on money laun-
dering by the issuance of the Central Bank Money Laundering Circular No. 24 on No-
vember 14, 2000. However, without adoption of a law to make money laundering illegal,
the Circular in and of itself was insufficient.
B. MARITIMI
In April, the vessel "Zainab," alleged to be a vessel smuggling Iraqi oil in violation of
international sanctions imposed on Baghdad, sank off the UAE coast causing a massive oil
slick. A U.S. Navy team patrolling international waters to enforce UN sanctions on Bagh-
dad by preventing smuggling of its oil products intercepted the Georgian-flagged vessel.
After being intercepted by U.S. Naval Forces, the vessel, which was being escorted to a
holding area of sanctions-busting vessels in international waters near the UAE, sank in
rough seas. The UAE Coast Guard rescued the eleven-member crew including the Iraqi
captain. The vessel was carrying 1,300 tons of Iraqi fuel oil when it sank.
In order to protect the local environment, and with reference to international reports
and statistics, the UAE Cabinet called a meeting on June 26, 2001 to deliver Governmental
Decree No. 23 of 2001 as a means of putting measures in place to decrease the risk of
pollution from vessels, particularly tankers and other vessels carrying oil. In essence the
Decree provides that vessels from certain flags states, including: Albania, Belize, Honduras,
Georgia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Mauritius, Cambodia, Maldives, Bolivia, and the
Comoros Islands were prohibited from trading in UAF waters unless they held valid clas-
sification certificates delivered by a UAE Ministry of Communications approved classifi-
cations society. Arguably, the Decree could have been aimed at all vessels operating without
appropriate classification certificates, rather than only targeting certain flag states. However,
the apparent reasoning behind targeting only a select group of flag states is that the Flags
of Convenience (FOC) generally allow for a more relaxed attitude towards international
safety standards. The Decree left open the possibility ol adding other Flag States to the list
and introduces punitive measures to sanction any offenders. One such measure is the arrest
of any vessel from the above FOC that fails to meet the requirements of the Decree. It is
not clear whether this would be an "arrest" in terms of the UAE Maritime Code or merely
a "detention." Vessels breaching the provisions of the Decree may be sold in auction.
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In order to implement Port State Control (PSC) in the UAE, a federal authority will be
established, which would monitor vessels from certain UAE ports that operate in UAE
territorial waters. The aim is to have full-fledged PSC authority operational by the end of
this year. PSC will be set up under UAE Maritime Law, in order to allow for the imple-
mentation of international conventions on safety, to which the UAE is a signatory.
C. TELECOMMUNICATIONS
In December 2001, the Dubai Court of Cassation upheld an Appeal Court "guilty" ver-
dict issued against a 22-year-old Briton expatriate accused of 'hacking' or misusing the
Internet service for illegal purposes under Article 46 (b) of the Etisalat Law. Etisalat is the
government-owned sole operator of telecommunications services in the United Arab Emir-
ates. He has also been charged under Article No. 380 of the Penal Code. The prosecution
based its accusations on a Dubai Police Criminal Laboratory report, and the alleged hacker's
confession. The Appeal Court earlier confirmed an AED 10,000 fine imposed on him. The
Dubai Appeal Court in the first week of October 2001 adjusted a lower court ruling issued
against the Briton, finding him guilty on both charges of opening private emails of Etisalat
employees and misusing Etisalat services through unauthorized penetration of its Internet
system. The Dubai Misdemeanors Court had originally found the Briton not guilty on the
charge of opening private emails of Etisalat employees and fined him AED 10,000 on the
second charge of misusing Etisalat services through unauthorized access. The Appeal Court,
however, while upholding the AED 10,000 fine, convicted him on both the first and the
second charge.
In another precedent-setting case for the UAE, an IT company owner and a member of
his staff in Dubai were jailed for three months for receiving international telephone calls
through the Internet and forwarding them to people in the UAE as local calls. In 2001, the
Dubai Court of First Instance ruled that the company had illegally bypassed Etisalat's
systems and deprived it of its share of revenues from calls from the United States. Along
with the jail terms, the two were also ordered to pay fines to Etisalat amounting to Dhs.
10,000 as temporary compensation and Dhs.1,000 in legal fees.
In May, an MOU was signed between the Dubai Internet City (DIC) and Malaysia's
Multimedia Development Corp (MDC), which manages the famed Multimedia Super Cor-
ridor in the presence of Dr. Mahathir Bin Mohammed, Malaysian Prime Minister. Under
the MOU, the DIC and MDC are to identify projects for joint initiative or between third
parties identified by either of the two. Both are to exchange information and ideas about
strategies and best practices in nurturing local IT and multimedia companies, access to
venture capital and funding, and networking among identified incubators.
D. E-COMMERCE
Officials from Dubai Internet City had reported in an article published in October 2001
in one of the local magazines that the Dubai Internet City completed a draft called the
Facilitation of Electronic Transactions Law suitable for application in the United Arab
Emirates. According to the article, the draft law is based primarily on the UNCITRAL
Model Law on Electronic Commerce and the various drafts of model laws. It has been also
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reported that a draft of the 'Cybercrime' Law is currently being reviewed at the federal
level on electronic signatures, along with direct reference to the Singapore Electronic
Transactions Act.
In light of international developments in e-commerce, the UAE federal and local gov-
ernments have begun to act. In particular, a new law was recently issued in Dubai relevant
to the use of computers in criminal procedures. Pursuant to this new law, Dubai Law No.
5 of 2001, documents with electronic signatures will be admissible as evidence in criminal
investigations. The provisions of the law acknowledge signatures of individuals acquired
through the use of computers and other means of information technology for purposes of
proof in criminal cases.
E. AGENCY
The question arose in 2001 as to what extent the UAE's adherence to the General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in 1993 and eventually to the WTO Treaty in 1997
will help towards expediting any future amendments to the UAE Commercial Agency Law.
Although the UAE is not directly involved in dealing with Trade Agency aspects, however
this might be looked into from the angle that some aspects of the Agency Law may very
possibly be considered as trade barriers, and need to be eliminated in order to establish
consistency with the provisions of Agency Law as applied by the other member countries.
In November, the high-profile case of Ford Motor Company vs. Galadari Automobile Co.
was finally settled out-of-court. With this development the two-year legal tussle between
the two companies, fought over in both the Dubai and Abu Dhabi courts, came to an end.
The dispute erupted over Ford's decision to terminate its agency agreement with the Gal-
adari Automobile Company and seek a new distributor in 1999. The local firm opposed
the Ford move in the local courts and sought compensation for the investments it had made
over the years in promoting the Ford name in local markets.
F. LITIGATION
In September 2001, Federal Law No. 4 of 2001 regarding Establishment of Reconcili-
ation Committees, amending Federal Law No. 26 for 1999, was issued. According to this
law no case shall be filed by Federal Courts (i.e., all UAE courts except Dubai and Ras Al
Khaimah) unless it has first been referred to the Reconciliation Committee, which shall try
to reach an amicable solution between the parties or, otherwise, the committee shall refer
the case to court for judgment. However, a plaintiff may inform the committee in writing
that he does not wish to have his case considered by the Reconciliation Committee. More-
over, summary cases and precautionary attachments are excluded from this law.
Accordingly, UAE Federal Courts shall not hear any case unless it has been referred to
the Reconciliation Committee, or unless a letter of no objection is obtained from the Rec-
onciliation Committee. Arguably, this may cause more congestion in the UAE court system
rather than less as it may cause increased delays to the court system.
The number of Dubai-based businesses seeking to settle commercial disputes through
local arbitration rose steadily with the Dubai Chamber of Commerce and Industry's arbi-
tration centre having received as many as fourteen applications in 2001.
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G. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
The Pharmaceutical Researchers and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA), a represen-
tative of both U.S. and other multinational pharmaceutical companies, urged the UAE
government in 2001 to make good on their obligation to provide drugs, chemicals and
agrochemicals data protection as of January 1, 2000.
Early in the year, the U.S. group PhRMA stepped up its campaign against the UAE by
asking the U.S. government to conduct a special, out-of-cycle review of the UAE for alleged
violation of intellectual property rights in relation to pharmaceutical products. PhRMA
requested that the UAE be placed on the "Special 301" Priority watch list due to its failure
to protect patented pharmaceutical products and commercially valuable confidential data
as required by the WTO Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS).
A new form of copyright infringement emerged in the UAE, whereby copyrighted works
are pirated through smart cards that enable the holder of such cards to view satellite chan-
nels (television and cinematographic works) by illegally copying codes to the smart cards
and enabling them to access the broadcast transmissions. Consequently, the perpetrators
sell the smart cards at a very low price and poor quality in order to enable purchasers to
illegally view the satellite channels. A criminal action in the UAE was brought against a
dealer for illegally copying such satellite pay-television smart cards. The card provided
access without a subscription payment to Showtime, ART and M-Net (a South African
television network) and other pay-television channels that are encrypted and may only be
accessed by subscription with a smart card. The UAE court convicted the said dealer for
violating the UAE Copyright Law No. 40 of 1992. The court ordered him to pay a fine in
the amount of Dhs$50,000. The dealer was also sentenced to one month in prison, follow-
ing which he was deported from the country.
In June, the Dubai Court of Cassation fined a counterfeiter the amount of Dhs$50,000
for illegally copying and selling CDs of Sony "Play Station" games. The case was among
the first cases involving Play station Games and shows that the courts are taking such
violations seriously by ordering imprisonment and destruction of pirated materials.
In 2001, there was continued progress by the government (especially in Dubai) and the
UAE Courts in enforcing trademark owners' rights. In August, the Dubai Department of
Economic Development imposed a ban on the sale of all discount price counterfeit clothing
and shoes. Traders in the area of Karama in Dubai, where a lot of fake items were allegedly
sold, were given three weeks to comply. By August 16, a crackdown by the authorities was
launched. In addition, the Department conducted periodic checks and raids to ensure that
traders complied with the new regulation.
The UAE (Federal) Ministry of Economy and Commerce issued a decree concerning
fees for the publication of trademarks in the new monthly Trademark Journal. A fee of
Dh$500 will be charged for publishing a trademark.
H. GENERAL
The Government of Sharjah in 2001 published local rules and regulations on decency
and public conduct (No. 1 for the year 2001). Among other directives therein are rules
regarding behavior at public beaches, and men and women's dress codes. The Government
of Sharjah is going for a gradual implementation of the law and began an awareness cam-
paign by publishing a booklet on the Law in seven languages.
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XXII. Yemen*
Following the unification of the Yemen Arab Republic and the People's Democratic
Republic of Yemen in May 1990 new, modern laws were enacted that are comparable with
those of the better-developed countries in the Middle East. The source of the laws is the
Sharia (Islamic Law), which has been codified by Yemen. This gives Yemen's legal system
more certainty than some other Arab countries where the Sharia is applied but not codified.
The Sharia as it is applied in some Arab countries for criminal acts seems to have given
many Western observers a misconceived impression bout the application of the Sharia in
general. In commercial transactions and dealings, in trade, banking and insurance there is
nothing in the Sharia that is repugnant to the modern concepts of business laws in the
developed countries. Although usury or interest is prohibited in Yemen for personal loans
between citizens or residents, interest is allowed in banking and international transactions.
The concept of contract is supreme and is dominant in the Sharia. Good faith, reasonable
behaviour, and freedom of contract are paramount in the Sharia and hence also in Yemen's
Law of Contract. However, as the laws in Yemen lack detail and do not have implementing
rules and regulations, an agreement between the parties is advisable as it supercedes the
local law and has full effect.
Arbitration clauses in the contract are strictly implemented by the Courts. The Arbitra-
tion Law gives effect to Foreign Governing Law & Settlement of Disputes clauses in con-
tracts between foreign companies and Government companies. Local enterprises do freely
sign arbitration clauses provided that the governing law is Yemeni law. In the case of both
the Government and local enterprises a foreign forr.m for the settlement of disputes is
frequently chosen. If the contract is well drafted with adequate clauses for the Settlement
of Disputes and otherwise foreign enterprises are safe. Local arbitration centers are not as
yet fully developed but are good for the settlement of smaller disputes and are both quicker
and less expensive than the Courts.
Marked improvements have been made in the Commercial Courts of Yemen in Aden,
Hodeidah, Mukalla, Sana'a and Taiz in that order. However, all of these Courts, to a greater
or lesser degree, need to be constantly improved. There is a need for training for the Judges
in the field of business laws related to foreign companies. The Judges also suffer as a result
of their deficiency in the English language, which is a necessary skill for the judges in the
Commercial Courts. The Government is aware of this and so are the Western donor coun-
tries and steps are being taken to improve the Commercial Courts.
The Companies Law, the Investment Law, and the Law of Agencies and Branches of
Foreign Companies, although amended in the past under the Government's reform policies,
do not as yet fully meet the demands of a foreign investor or businessman in the present
highly competitive World market. The study of further amendments to these laws is on-
going in order to make them more conducive to foreign and local investment in Yemen.
*Sheikh Tariq Abdullah and Reem Abdullah prepared the report on Yemen. Sheikh Tariq Abdullah was edu-
cated and trained in the United Kingdom and has been practicing law since the 1970s as an Advocate of the
Supreme Court in Yemen. He is the current honorarylegal adviserto HerMajesty's BritishAmbassador/Embassy
in Sana'a. Reem Abdullah recently returned to Aden after completing her studies in Maritime Law and Port
Security under the Hubert H. Humphrey Fellowship Program at the University of Washington in Seattle.
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